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1 Executive summary 

 
Taking into account the objectives and scope of this document, the deliverable at hand is broken down 
into the following main sections: 

• Chapter 2 – Introduction: Into this section the terms and conventions used in the current 
document are presented. Furthermore, the purpose, scope and objectives of the document are 
summarized and the structure of the document is presented. 

• Chapter 3 – The knowledge base within MobiS project: This section describes the 
interdependencies between MobiS knowledge based and other relevant tasks from MobiS. 

• Chapter 4 – Methodological approach: This section describes in detail the methodological 
approach for the overall work of producing the MobiS knowledge base. The ontological 
foundations for knowledge modelling are described along with the classification and 
organization of the different context types of the knowledge base. An important element of 
this section is the ontological framework and standards to be used for the construction of a 
concrete context model along with the relevant comparison study in order to choose the most 
suitable for the MobiS knowledge base. 

• Chapter 5 – MobiS knowledge model: This section comprises the core element of this 
deliverable. This section presents an overview of the MobiS knowledge base and describes in 
detail the various domains, the entities, the different entity types involved in the context 
model. It aims to describe both terms and rules that support deductive reasoning about the 
context of individual and global mobility. 

• Chapter 6 – Conclusions: This section presents the conclusions and key findings of this 
deliverable. 
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2 Introduction 

 
Based on the user and system requirements in D2.1 and domain experts expertise, the general MobiS 
knowledge base will be developed and presented within this document taking into account all 
important actors (Commuters in city district area, Inter-city travellers, AMZS members, etc.), criteria 
for multi-modality selection (cost, time, environmental-friendly, shortest route, etc.) and transportation 
modes (car, bus, taxi, train, bike, etc.). 
Moreover, according to the selected sources in D3.1, the general MobiS knowledge base will be used 
as a basis for the domain knowledge modelling activities, extending the OpenCyc, Transport 
Knowledge Model and reusing pre-existing relevant open Semantic Web logical vocabularies to 
support the accurate description for automated reasoning of travellers plans individual plans, urban 
mobility means, sensors and sensor networks, and social networks and infrastructure (as stated in 
DoW task 4.1). 
The deliverable is the knowledge base and it is classified as a prototype, the present document aims at 
documenting the methodological approach and methods used to build the knowledge base itself. 

2.1 Terms and conventions used in the document 

The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in the present document: 

TERM DEFINITION 

Cyc KB Cyc Knowledge Base 

DAML DARPA Agent Markup Language 

Mt Microtheory (in Cyc) 

OIL Ontology Inference Layer 

OSM Open Street Maps 

OWL Web Ontology Language 

PIDF Presence Information Data Format 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

RDF/S Resource Description Framework and Schema Language 

W3C World Wide Web Consortium 

WSMO Web Service Modelling Ontology 

XML Extensible Markup Language 
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3 The knowledge base within MobiS project 

The objective of this deliverable is to provide a compatible and sound baseline in the form of the 
MobiS knowledge base for the construction and set up of the MobiS personalized mobility, which 
forms the information and rule basis for the services to be developed inside this WP and in other WPs 
of this project. Therefore, the outcome of this deliverable will be the basis for the formalization of the 
MobiS domain knowledge along with the MobiS data models. The following figure graphically 
presents the context of the current deliverable with the rest of the MobiS WPs. 

 
Figure	  1.	  Relation	  of	  the	  MobiS	  knowledge	  base	  with	  other	  WPs	  

MobiS knowledge base is an outcome of WP4 entitled “Reasoning and decision function”. This WP 
will set up MobiS Personalized Mobility Knowledge base, which forms the information and rule basis 
for the services to be developed in the other WPs. In particular, this work package will define the 
guidelines for MobiS semantic architecture, by identifying the needed knowledge repositories, 
modelling methodologies and semantic tools. The aim is to allow development of ontology-based 
solutions considering existing and emerging standards, and appropriately enhance the state-of-the-art. 
The focus of MobiS semantic solutions will be the development of scalable techniques over widely 
applicable knowledge bases to enable inference in intelligent mobility and the urban mobility 
environment. This inference will enable the MobiS reasoning engine, which reasons about the traffic’s 
situation, and supports its decision making for appropriate reaction. This reasoning includes 
contextualisation, explanation, planning and hypothesis check. 
Using the knowledge base description provided within this deliverable, the creation of a real 
knowledge model will be done. Depending on the requirements from the technical infrastructure, the 
knowledge model will be implemented in one of the selected forms for formalised description (i.e. 
CYC ontology based on OWL.). Therefore the contents of this deliverable are clearly a pre-requisite 
for the work conducted within Task 4.2: “Knowledge Capture Services for Mobility Network” for the 
production of D4.2: Knowledge capture services. 
The knowledge base that has being developed within WP4 forms the needed background for deep 
reasoning, adaptation and personalisation of services. This ontological framework of Mobis will be 
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based upon the following: (a) Evaluate the most promising formalized descriptions of CYC transport 
knowledge model and other open semantic web logical vocabularies, (c) foresee continuous 
enhancement of the consolidated description by domain experts through easy and fast expression of 
knowledge in a consistent way, (d) allow mapping of knowledge sources by integrating Knowledge 
Sources. The target is to provide a declarative mapping between external knowledge sources (like 
those mentioned above) and MobiS Knowledge base. Also integration of multiple knowledge sources 
to be joined entirely ad-hoc without regard to form, protocol, location, or any other such details, is 
foreseen. 
WP2 provides to MobiS use cases system functional and non-functional requirements and also system 
architecture and technical requirements. More specifically, this WP will pinpoint the specifications for 
the development other WPs (WP3, WP4, WP5 and WP6). Additionally, this WP will identify the 
components that can be developed within the scope of the project (WP3 and WP4) and decide on data 
formats and standards, to be used. Therefore, Mobis knowledge base to be tackled by WP4 will use 
technical requirements and technical architecture specifications from WP2 that will serve as a baseline 
to model MobiS knowledge base. 
WP3 is responsible for developing data driven methods for modelling and prediction. It has to collect 
the basic test data from different data sources and develop methods for data collection, data cleaning 
and data fusion. These includes data from the existing traffic management and monitoring services, 
traffic status information, historical data about the traffic, traffic means, transport topologies, external 
traffic monitoring information, environmental and social data and social media information. WP3 will 
provide the definition of data sources (sensors, sensor networks, social networks, etc.) and other low-
cognitive-load information (documents) for producing both terms and rules that support deductive 
reasoning about the context of individual and global mobility to allow it to react rapidly and 
effectively to its situation. WP4 will provide background knowledge to WP3 that is needed to make 
better prediction and plans. In contrary WP3 will provide part of the knowledge extraction services 
that will enrich Mobis knowledge base.  
WP5 will instantiate and integrate the components for MobiS federated core platform. First it will 
outline the requirements specifically addressing the point of view of the federated platform that will be 
integrated and consolidated in WP2. On a later stage, WP5 will describe how the MobiS platform will 
be deployed as well to develop and configure the necessary data and system adapters between the each 
component to be developed under WP3 and WP4.  
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4 WP4 methodological approach 

The methodological approach to be tackled by WP4 is decomposed into several steps, starting from 
data collection and knowledge base formalization into an intelligent route planner supported by 
reasoning and prediction mechanisms. Figure 1 depicts the multi-layer approach to be followed within 
WP4. 

 
Figure	  2.	  WP4	  methodological	  approach	  

4.1 Base graph 

This layered approach uses Graph Theory to represent the road and transport network. A graph 
representing the entire transport network for MobiS pilots is built using OpenStreetMap 
(OpenStreetMap Foundation, 2004) data. OpenStreetMap is a collaborative project to create a free 
editable map of the world. The two major motivations behind OSM (Open Street Maps) are 
restrictions on use or availability of map information across the world and the advent of inexpensive 
portable satellite navigation devices. 
OSM has grown to around three hundred thousand contributors, who collect data using GPS devices, 
aerial photography, and other free sources. This crowdsourced data is accessible under the Open 
Database License. OSM is supported by the OpenStreetMap Foundation, a non-profit organization 
registered in England, and was created in 2004 by Steve Coast. Rather than the map itself, the data 
generated by the OpenStreetMap project is considered its primary output. This data is then available 
for use in both traditional applications, like its usage to replace Google Maps, and more unusual roles, 
like replacing default data included with GPS receivers. 
OSM data is extracted from GeoFabrik (Geofabrik GmbH, 2013), a specialized website for 
downloading available OSM data, in the form of a graph. The graph contains information about roads, 
railways, footways, bicycle paths, along with speed limits, network barriers, public transportation 
stops and stations, and other data regarding the transport network. The OSM data is divided into 
nodes, ways and relations. 
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A node is one of the core elements in the OSM data model. It consists of a single geospatial point 
using a latitude and longitude. A third optional dimension, altitude, can be recorded. Nodes can be 
used to define standalone point features or be used to define the path of a way. 
A way is an ordered list of nodes which normally also has at least one tag or is included within a 
relation. A way can include between 2 and 2,000 nodes, although it's possible that faulty ways with 
zero or a single node exist. A way can be open or closed. A closed way is one whose last node on the 
way is also the first on that way. A closed way may be interpreted either as a closed polyline, or an 
area, or both. 
A relation is one of the core data elements that consist of one or more tags and also an ordered list of 
one or more nodes and/or ways as members which is used to define logical or geographic relationships 
between other elements. A member of a relation can optionally have a role which describes the part 
that a particular feature plays within a relation (extracted from (Wiki, 2013)). 
OSM’s free tagging system allows the map to contain unlimited data about its elements, like roads and 
buildings. The community agrees on certain key and value combinations for tags that are informal 
standards, allowing the improvement of the style of the map and the analysis that relies on the 
attributes of features. The majority of features have a small number of tags, like a path with a single 
tag for classification, like highway=footway, and perhaps a name with using name=*. 
Below is a representation of this layer, represented only by OSM data (Figure 2). The transport 
network graph is called a Base Graph due to its static nature containing a set of points and ways 
connecting those points, only containing information about road and map features. 

 
Figure	  3	  Basic	  Graph	  Layer	  (1)	  

4.2 Data Capture and Knowledge Capture 

The next layer corresponds to Data Capture & Knowledge Capture: data and knowledge are captured 
from different sources such as social networks (e.g. Facebook or Tweeter posts about traffic), 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data, map and transport networks data other than OSM, sites 
and APIs about places and venues (e.g. Google Places, Foursquare, Facebook Events, etc.), Google’s 
Generic Transit Feed Specifications (GTFS) (Google, Inc., 2012), etc. Although Data Capture and 
Knowledge Capture are on the same level, they are different in the sense that data is thought of as 
being composed by unstructured bits and pieces of information, whereas knowledge has already some 
type of information structure. 
The next step is responsible for feeding the captured data and knowledge into a registry which has 
records for all events which matter to the creation of a mobility plan, from real-time traffic, accidents, 
road blocks or other traffic events, to particular social events such as sport or cultural events, which 
may have some influence in every individual mobility plan of MobiS users. 
At this stage, captured data and knowledge is annotated using Cyc concepts (described in detail in 
further sections) in order to use it later in the reasoning process. The annotation process enables Cyc to 
reason about certain traffic aspects, such as users’ preferred places and paths, journey times and 
journey updates, optimized emissions and consumptions, among other. 
Some of this data will be used later by the reasoning and inference modules, but at this stage, this layer 
will use only data related with current traffic situation and events, public transportation paths and 
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schedules (GTFS), car-sharing services and data, and other data which does not need to be inferred or 
reasoned upon. 
This data may come from various different sources, such as social networks (feeds about traffic 
events), news, specialized traffic services and operators or simply from sensors scattered throughout 
the transport network. The combination of these information sources creates a graph with dynamic, 
built-in information about public transportation, car-sharing, bike-rental and the current status of 
traffic. Data regarding the road and transport network is aggregated so as to create a Traffic Model 
corresponding to the current transport network situation. A representation for this layer is shown 
below (Figure 3). 

 
Figure	  4	  Real-‐Time	  Transport	  Network	  Data	  Layer	  (2)	  

4.3 Smart Graph 

Real-time traffic data is collected and stored in order to build a historical background about traffic for 
the MobiS pilots. Historical data is mainly coming from sensor data collected throughout several 
years. The usage of historical data will enable the development of traffic forecasts, which depend on 
the hour of the day and the day of the week, traffic and weather patterns, regular and complex events 
and other information that can somehow aid in the creation of predictive traffic models. 
This information is used to create Traffic Nowcasts, which are simulations based on the current traffic 
conditions. Depending on the type of events, Mobis should be able to simulate how a realtime event 
can affect traffic conditions for a certain period of time. One example may be a football match. If a 
football match is planned for a certain period in city centre, there is a good chance that all roads near 
the stadium will be congested before the match. Hence, MobiS will use simulation capabilities to 
predict the congestion around the stadium for a particular time. 
Another use of the information is to create traffic forecasts or predictions based on the historical 
information about road network, traffic events and other situations that affect the road network in the 
near future. In most cases such situations occur periodically in constant intervals of time (e.g. traffic 
congestions on normal days, sports matches, etc.). 
The idea is to combine information gathered from these two modules with relevant information 
coming from social networks, news or any other information source about future events, in order to 
simulate and predict the traffic conditions. By prediction and simulating, such results will enable 
MobiS reasoning engine based on Cyc, to better understand the nature of traffic and to suggest 
alternative routes to users, according to their preferences and needs. 
At this stage, the graph contains real-time traffic data enriched with predictive and simulation 
capabilities from the traffic forecast and nowcast modules. This which enables Mobis services not 
only to create better mobility plans that are based on the current traffic information but also instantly 
re-calculate such mobility plans. This iteration over the MobiS transport network graph is represented 
below (Figure 4). 
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Figure	  5	  Nowcast	  and	  Forecast	  Layer	  (3)	  

4.4 My Smart Graph 

The next iteration is based on the addition of individual user preferences to the graph, such as the type 
of vehicle (car, bicycle, public transportation, etc.), the type of modality (shortest, quickest, 
environmentally friendly, etc.) or the type of route (from A to B, cultural path, time-filling, personal, 
etc.). The information needed can be accessed directly through MobiS’ user preferences, from social 
networks or from historical records of past individual routes. This layer already works with the 
knowledge base to find patterns on user routes and preferences, in order to find the best possible route 
for a particular user. The MobiS inference engine based on Cyc, will learn users’ preferences and 
habits, while providing suggestions on where to go, how and when to get there and advising about 
how to save fuel, contributing to lowering emissions. 
For instance, one can imagine that a certain user likes Italian food and modern art. MobiS can infere 
this fact from the data that it acquired through the user interaction i.e. asking MobiS about routes with 
these two types of places, namely Italian restaurants and modern art museums, on previous mobility 
plan requests. Hence, MobiS will search for possible places and routes which match the user’s 
preferences on its knowledge base, and will construct a new route and the travel plan that can even 
include these preferences. Places, venues and events are gathered from social networks and other 
online information sources, such as event sites, Google Places, Google Calendar (Google, Inc., 2013), 
TripIt (Concur Technologies, Inc., 2006), Foursquare (Foursquare Labs, Inc., 2009 ), Facebook 
(Facebook, 2013), among others.  
Also, depending on the user, interaction with social networks is supported, meaning that MobiS is 
capable of not only gather information from social networks, but also post relevant information on 
them, such as posting route information on the user’s Facebook page, or inviting other users to share a 
user’s car in some trip. The user preferences layer is represented below (Figure 5). 

 
Figure	  6	  Multi-‐Criteria,	  User	  Preferences	  and	  Social	  Network	  Interaction	  Layer	  (4)	  

All of these layers are aggregated in order to provide the best routes, according to user preferences, 
traffic conditions, public transport options, etc. The aggregation represents the user’s current mobility 
plan. Each layer is constantly updated with new information that is always being gathered from 
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information sources. Annotation with the MobiS inference engine based on Cyc is also a continuous 
process, allowing an ever more comprehensive learning about users and their habits. 
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5 Domain Knowledge Formalization 

The way how personalized mobility concept is addressed in MobiS is twofold, WP4 focuses on the 
knowledge formalization that is necessary to support knowledge driven (top down) methods, while 
WP3 deals with data driven modelling, deep analytics, predictions, trend detection and knowledge 
extraction (bottom up) approaches. Since we are aiming to combine methods from both groups there 
are strong dependencies and common grounds between WP3 and WP4. The formalized MobiS 
knowledge model must take into account two main features: 

• Context calculation, i.e., identification of entities determining traffic current situation, by 
allowing services to access the related information sources. For example, by determining the 
traffic flow for the next hour in a certain area, the knowledge based allows to retrieve a welth 
of formalized contextual information (e.g., current traffic and weather information). 

• Reasoning on live data, enriched with knowledge already available in Cyc and with 
knowledge automatically detected by the MobiS infrastructure. For example, patterns in 
traffic situation during a weekly day can be captured by observing traffic flows over a period 
of time, formalized as rules in the knowledge base, and reused for the purposes of more 
efficient mobility. 

5.1 Ontological foundations for knowledge base modelling 

Ontologies substitute a powerful tool for context modelling. Ontologies provide a convenient way to 
specify the concepts and their interconnections. 
(Krummenacher & Strang, 2007) state that with a help of ontologies it is possible at a formal level to 
project real-life entities onto machine-understandable data constructs. Consequently, ontologies 
provide a uniform way for specifying the model’s concepts, subconcepts, relations, properties and 
facts, altogether providing the means for sharing of contextual knowledge and information reuse. 
Ontology reasoning allows interpreting and evaluating the contextual knowledge, inferring a new 
context and dealing with ambiguity problems. 
From MobiS point of viewm context modelling can be described as information about domains, layers 
entity types that is going to be formalised in Cyc knowledge base, and therefore presenting an 
important building block in terms of personal mobility plans, in terms of context calculation, 
knowledge extraction, planning and reasoning. 
While operating with an ontology-based context modelling, several context modelling criteria should 
be mentioned: 

• Applicability considers the usability of the context model within existing infrastructures and 
application domains; 

• Comparability states the necessity of providing the means to compare values with different 
units and encodings; 

• Traceability obliges the model to provide the means to record provenance and processing 
information; 

• History and logging deal with data logging and history records; 
• Quality appeals to the quality of delivered information; 
• Satisfaction operates with the conformance of measured or derived information to the defined 

model; 
• Inference describes the defined tools that permit the definition of new contextual categories 

and facts on the basis of the low-order context; 
• Incompleteness and ambiguity state that the contextual information available at any point in 

time is usually non-deterministic. 
The process of knowledge acquisition and modelling may involve several phases. According to 
(Degen, Heller, & Herre, 2001) such stages as Identification Phase, Conceptualization Phase, 
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Formalization and Axiomatization Phase, Implementation Phase and Test Phase should be taken into 
account. 
The identification phase uncovers the relevant aspects of the problem. The detection of all involved 
partners and their needs as well as of the problems to be solved and the resources to be used takes 
place in this phase. 
The questions of data availability, given and derived facts, defined sub-problems and relationships 
between concepts are dealt in the conceptualization phase. Besides that, in the conceptualization phase 
the questions of the granularity of knowledge to be represented are to be clarified. The results of this 
phase are the specification of concepts, e.g. classes and relations. 
In the formalization phase the concepts and relations are expressed in an adequate, formal framework, 
resulting in a knowledge base representing concepts and rules. 
The implementation and test phases deal with knowledge translation into a machine-readable code and 
testing of the efficiency of the prototype. 
The conceptualization phase describes the current stage of MobiS knowledge base development in the 
best way. In the development process a close attention should be paid to the context modelling criteria. 

5.2 Methodology for Domain Knowledge Formalization 

There are several methodologies and tools for enabeling domain knowledge formalization, namely 
OWL, PIDF and Cyc. The reason behind choosing Cyc as the most suitable context modelling 
ontology for MobiS is that fact that Cyc provides a unique and extensive common-sense knowledge 
base and inference capabilities therefore the key to a number of different methods for improving and 
enhancing the results of existing information extraction systems. In particular, Cyc can support: (a) 
Strengthening of type identification, (b) Detection of certain information extraction errors, (c) 
Resolution of references to specific individuals; and (d) Unification of references to the same entity. 
What is more, Cyc as an integrated knowledge based system supports association of ontological 
concepts with real data through the Cyc API. This enables reasoning with live data and at the same 
time obtaining simple process of modification of the live knowledge model, with modelling time error 
detection. The knowledge encoded in Cyc is very broad and already supports many of the concepts 
needed in MobiS. Due to a compact integration of different Cyc components the whole system 
presents a reliable, robust and compact tool for advanced real time reasoning with the MobiS data. 
What is more, Cyc supports authentication of human modellers and knowledge base versioning. From 
the MobiS perspective, one of the disadvantages of the Cyc system is the lack of support for the 
contextualized modelling tool. 
Cyc is a common sense artificial intelligence project started in 1984. It is a large system, weighing in 
at nearly two million lines of code. It can be divided onto two main basic parts (Cycorp, 2013). The 
Cyc Knowledge Server is a large, multi-contextual knowledge base and inference engine developed by 
Cycorp. The following components are the part of Cyc technology:  

• The Cyc Knowledge Base;  
• The Cyc Inference Engine;  
• The CycL Representation Language;  
• The Natural Language Processing Subsystem;  
• Cyc Semantic Integration Bus; 
• Cyc Developer Toolsets. 

Due to the fact that Cyc contains a broad common-sense knowledge base, allows reasoning and 
integration of live data, provides on-the-fly error detection, Cyc has been chosen as a principal tool for 
domain knowledge formalization. The methodology for domain knowledge formalization in Cyc uses 
the notion of Cyc microtheories, individuals, collections and predicates (Cycorp, 2013).  
Microtheories are used to represent thematic subsets or context of the ontology. Cyc collections are 
kinds of classes which instances have common attributes. Individuals in Cyc KB represent single 
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objects and predicates refer to relations. The main aspects of methodology for domain knowledge 
formalization in Cyc are represented below (Figure 7): 
 

 
Figure	  7.	  MobiS	  Knowledge	  Formalization	  Methodology	  

 
1. The developed methodology for Cyc domain knowledge formalization contains a semi-

automatic module which allows detection of possible links between MobiS Knowledge Model 
(KM) entities and extracted MobiS-related Cyc concepts. 

2. The next phase involves constructing new MobiS Cyc concepts: instances, collections, 
predicates and formulas. The basic #$isa and #$genls relations between MobiS KM and 
Cyc concepts should be created and positioned under an appropriate context represented by 
the MobiS Cyc microtheories. 

3. Cyc KB is extended with new concepts. 
4. The elaboration and reuse of MobiS Cyc concepts is occurring on the retrieval of the new 

MobiS-related knowledge. 
To provide better predictions as could be reached with the current methods MobiS will integrate 
reasoning methods available in LarKC on the top of Cyc already comprising many knowledge about 
mobility networks, environmental aspects, communities, behaviour etc. with learned specifications 
from the MobiS information extraction and formalisation. 

5.3 Cyc Knowledge Base 

The Cyc Knowledge Base (KB) might be considered as one of the Cyc components especially 
important in the MobiS KM development. Cyc Knowledge Base (KB) is a formalized representation 
of a vast quantity of fundamental human knowledge: facts, rules of thumb, and heuristics for reasoning 
about the objects and events of everyday life. It consists of terms and assertions which relate those 
terms. These assertions include both simple facts (i.e., ground assertions) and rules. At this moment it 
consists of more than 17k predicates, 500k concepts and 10 million assertions (Cycorp, 2013). New 
assertions are continually added to Cyc KB manually. In addition, term-denoting functions allow for 

1.	  Identify	  possible	  links	  between	  
MobiS	  	  KM	  entities	  and	  Cyc	  
concepts	  in	  a	  semi-‐automatic	  

fashion

2.	  Create	  new	  MobiS	  Cyc	  concepts	  
(instances,	  collections,	  

predicates,	  formulas).	  Create	  the	  
basic	  relationships	  between	  Cyc	  

and	  MobiS	  KM

3.	  Extend	  Cyc	  KB	  with	  new	  
MobiS	  Cyc	  concepts

4.	  Formalize	  MobiS	  Cyc	  
relations	  based	  on	  new	  

knowledge

	   • Represent	  MobiS	  
context	  with	  MobiS	  Cyc	  
microtheories	  
	  

• Perform	  user	  
validation	  of	  relations	  
identified	  semi-‐
automatically	  
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the automatic creation of millions of non-atomic terms and Cyc adds an enormous number of 
assertions to the KB automatically as a product of the inference process. 
Cyc is divided into many (currently thousands of) "contexts" (or "micro theories"), each of which is 
essentially a collection of assertions that share a common set of assumptions. This can be based on the 
domain of knowledge, a particular interval in time, etc. This separation of knowledge allows the 
system to independently maintain assertions which would be contradictory otherwise. This way it is 
possible to fasten up the inference as well, by focusing the inference process. The KB is being 
extended continually even at this time. The new knowledge is being added to the KB through a 
combination of automated and manual means. It is possible as well that the concepts are expressed 
functionally, thereby enabling the automatic creation of millions of non-atomic terms, such as 
(#$LiquidFn #$Nitrogen) being used to describe liquid nitrogen. Cyc can add assertions to the 
KB by itself as well, as a result of the reasoning process. There is quite a big portion of Cyc KB which 
covers the traffic, transportation and logistics domains, which is used as a base for Mobis vocabulary 
and KB. 
The contents of the Cyc KB are represented in CycL, a highly expressive, logically perspicuous 
language based on second order logic (Witbrock, et al., 2003). The upper level of Cyc KB contains 
such abstract concepts as Thing, Individual, Relations, Time, and Space while the bottom level 
contains Domain Specific Knowledge and Domain Specific Facts and Data. Being the “vocabulary 
words” of the Cyc KB, CycL constants denote specific individuals and collections. Besides constants, 
CycL operates with variables, predicates, functions and non-atomic terms, which represent a term as a 
function of some other terms. Terms are combined into meaningful CycL expressions which are used 
to make assertions in the Cyc KB. 

5.4 Cyc Inference Engine 

Cyc Inference Engine is tightly integrated with the KB and it supports multi-step forward and 
backward inference over very large rule sets (and large data accessed from databases or triple stores). 
It performs general logical deduction (including modus ponens, modus tollens, and universal and 
existential quantification), with AI's well-known named inference mechanisms (inheritance, automatic 
classification, etc.) as special cases. It was effectively applied for query answering in multiple domains 
(Lenat, et al., 2010; Panton, et al., 2006; Witbrock, Panton, Lenat, & Blackstone, 2010; Deaton, et al., 
2005), and has effectively been adapted for lower expressivity reasoning (Ramachandran & Reagan, 
205). 
A detailed overview of the knowledge model, describing the various domains, entities and types 
involved within the model. Adaptation of available transportation models used in other pilot cases or 
other open Semantic Web logical vocabularies. 

5.5 Cyc KB Browser Interface 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 display the Cyc KB Browser Interface. It is possible to see from Figure 4 that 
Cyc KB Browser Interface contains several frames of different functions. The Tools Frame, which 
allows users to search for constants in the Completion Box, navigate around KB browser and perform 
login operation, is situated at the upper part of the screen. The Index Frame on the left displays the 
information about selected constant in Cyc KB. It contains all given assertions types and operations 
with regard to the constant.  
The assertions about constant are contained in the Assertion Display Frame in the right part of the 
screen. Finally, the Agenda information can be found in the System Information Frame or the Agenda 
Status Bar. The possibility of adding the new Cyc assertions through Knowledge Entry (KE) Text is 
displayed on the Figure 9. 
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Figure	  8	  Cyc	  KB	  Browser	  Interface:	  Index,	  Tools,	  Assertion	  Display	  and	  System	  Information	  Frames	  

 
Figure	  9	  Cyc	  KB	  Browser	  Interface:	  Compose	  Frame	  

5.6 Context in Cyc 

Contexts are first-class object in Cyc, and in CycL, the logical language in which the Cyc KB is 
represented. A context (or “microtheory” in Cyc) is a set of assertions, representing a particular set of 
surrounding circumstances, relevant facts, IF-THEN rules, and background assumptions. Cyc’s 
enormous knowledge base of assertions (including its IF-THEN rules) is divided into many different 
contexts; every fact or rule is in some particular context (in fact, in some set of contexts). 
Whenever Cyc is asked a question, or has to do some reasoning, the task is always done in some 
particular context, which restricts inference to relevant facts and rules. For example, if you just want to 
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ask Cyc about brushing your teeth, Cyc doesn’t need to know every kind of fact in the Cyc Knowledge 
Base, such as how much a toothbrush costs. The ManualHumanActivitiesMt context, for typical 
human activities (like tooth-brushing), doesn’t make the cost of the toothbrush available. It is 
available, however in a different context, ShoppingMt, to which it is highly relevant. 
In Cyc, a context is a way of talking about a group of related assertions by representing this group 
explicitly as a Cyc object. Each context should therefore be designed as a coherent set of relevant 
material. 

5.7 Knowledge capture and user modelling in CYC (MobiS Travel Companion) 

In MobiS, we are also particularly interested in building AI systems that are true companions (Forbus 
& Hinrichs, 2006), who care about the humans they work with, and who retain and use detailed 
information about those humans and their worlds to help them build lives that are more enjoyable and 
more enriching. The idea to retain about the MobiS Travel Companion, is to take advantage of 
formalized knowledge stored in the MobiS kb modelled in the form of facts and rules, and interact 
with users proactively by suggesting/recommending a set of actions in a user-friendly way. These set 
of suggestions can be exemplified as: (1) To make a suggestion to a car driver during a journey, about 
a nearby gas station with lower gas prices, by inferring that the car was refuelled hundreds of 
kilometres ago and so needs to be refuelled again; (2) suggest car driver to make a stop, because the 
driver is driving more than 2 hours in a row and there’s a nice rest area where driver will pass by; (3) 
assisting user in planning his/her mobility plan taking in consideration users personal agenda, planed 
meetings, locations and distance between such meetings by enriching such mobility plans with 
knowledge previously acquired in the MobiS kb. 
In order to be able to cope with this, the system will have to be able to elicit detailed knowledge of the 
entities, processes and situations involved in these heterogeneous topics, and of the way they interact 
to affect a user’s mobility plans (before, during and after journeys), and be able to apply that 
knowledge appropriately. To enrich and improve the experience of information gathering and to 
connect the specific data provided with the needs of other users of the system, crowd-taught 
companion systems will need to have a good amount of prior knowledge and intelligence. Only then 
will they be able to ask the right questions at the right time, situate what is learned within existing 
knowledge, and combined that knowledge to deliver the right advice to the right persons when needed. 
One tempting approach might be to provide this increased intelligence itself through human-
computation, achieving adaptability either by platform enhancements that support complex tasks 
(Lasecki, 2013) or by using human agents to decompose the task, but this is unlikely to scale to 
supporting systems that can cost-effectively support millions of users, each of whom needs to be 
understood in detail. Ultimately, the flexibility will have to come from the use of rich knowledge 
representations that can represent complex heterogeneous domains, powerful inference systems that 
can operate over them to combine knowledge to produce personalised content, and Natural Language 
systems that can render these representations into human comprehensible form. It is likely that, in the 
future, probabilistic logics, deep learning (Mirowski & Lecun, 2010) and similar techniques will be 
able to support such operations, but at present, predicate calculus representations, supported by 
efficient forward inference and natural language generation provide a good balance of power and 
practicality. 
The MobiS Travel Companion, attempts to integrate the route planner functionalities described under 
chapter 4, with Cyc kb. The figure bellow, depicts a screenshot of the first mock-up where both of two 
approaches are integrated in a common environment. 
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Figure 10. Screenshot of MobiS Travel Comompanion 

The ability to support human computation via rich interactions relies (inter alia) on three AI 
capabilities: 1) Efficient inference from knowledge base state and user context to knowledge capture 
goals; 2) Carefully designed interactions that enable the user who is providing the human computation 
to understand what is being asked of her or him; and 3) Sufficiently natural generation of Natural 
Language text from logic.  
The typical knowledge capture process using inference consists of at least four steps, which all 
depends on the specific logical vocabulary. These steps consist of 1. Deciding when and what to ask, 
2. Converting a logical question into a natural language, 3. Checking the consistency and existence of 
the answer, 4. Asserting the answer into the ontology and/or creating new concepts supporting it. 
Although computers have completely reliable means for keeping track of state, human computation 
providers do not. A human-computation-based system like MobiS Travel Companion must, therefore 
accommodate state-loss and other features of human cognition. One form this accommodation can 
take is providing supplemental information, that is not directly relevant to a knowledge capture goal, 
but which provides a context that allows the person satisfying the goal to do so more accurately or 
with less effort. 
For example: Mobis Travel Companion often wants to capture several similar kinds of knowledge 
about an entity in the world.  The knowledge base contains complete knowledge of all previously 
captured facts expressed using a (for example) a particular predicate and complete knowledge of how 
the resulting knowledge is embedded in the rest of the KB. From the AI system’s point of view, all 
that is needed to gather more facts using that predicate is to repeatedly ask the same question. 
However, from a human’s point of view repeatedly asking e.g. “What kind of venue is the Salty Sow” 
would be irritating and confusing.  It is much more helpful to provide context, e.g. “Besides being a 
modern American restaurant, what kind of venue is the Salty Sow?” which is far more likely to elicit 
new information (e.g. “patio bar”). 
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6 Standards and tools for describing MobiS Knowledge base 

Shallow semantic annotation as the foundation for reasoning on data from various sources is becoming 
more and more widespread. The use of early semantic standards for data description, such as the 
Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS), has already enabled substantial new possibilities 
for combining data from different domains, by combining open or proprietary databases or ontologies 
on the public or corporate Web, news articles, blog entries, and so forth. The amount of semantically 
annotated data has exploded: in 2010 around 25 billion RDF triples were assembled by the Linked 
Open Data (LOD) process alone (interlinked by around 395 million RDF links), and this volume is 
growing rapidly.  
Markup frameworks such as microformats, RDFa and schema.org, which allow semantic metadata to 
be embedded in web pages, and the semantic enrichment of existing data repositories are paving the 
way to semantic annotation of the entire global digital information.  These representations, however, 
tend to be shallow: perfectly adequate for describing data that would previously have been stove-piped 
in relational databases, and allowing it to be richly combined, but inadequate for modelling the 
complex relationships that compose technical, scientific, historical or social models.  
The field of automated inference is almost as old as the field of artificial intelligence, and currently is 
represented by a diverse set of research threads. Perhaps the most continuous body of work has been 
on automated theorem proving, which, supported by the TPTP test corpora, has focussed on deep, 
mathematical reasoning over small knowledge bases (ref TPTP. Vampire, SPASS). These systems 
focus on complete reasoning, and have recently been applied to non-mathematical inference over low-
productivity knowledge bases and logics which are optimised for completeness (e.g. Vampire’s use of 
RuleML). 

 
Figure	  11.	  Representation	  for	  deep	  reasoning	  

This is a small subset of the rule-set in the expressive CycL language for causal mining against Linked 
Life Data  in the domain of formation of causal genetic hypotheses for Osteoporosis occurrence. 

implies
(and

(gene-GISTypeCodesForType ?GENE ?MOL-TYPE1)
(substanceTypeParticipatesInBioProcessType

?STUFF-TYPE2 ?PROC-TYPE)
(granuleOfChemicalSubstanceType

?STUFF-TYPE2 ?MOL-TYPE2)
(chemicalObjectTypesInteract ?MOL-TYPE1 ?MOL-TYPE2))

(geneTypeMayInfluenceProcessType ?GENE ?PROC-TYPE))
Mt : GenomicsCausalReasoningMt
Direction : Backward
(implies

(and
(genlPreds ?PRED subEvents)
(assertedSentence
(relationAllExists ?PRED ?P-TYPE ?SUB-TYPE))
(relationAllExists outputsCreated ?P-TYPE Bone-
BodyPart))
(couldImpact-ProcessToTrait ?SUB-TYPE
(QuantitySlotForArg2Fn BoneTheStuff
amountPresentAt)))

(implies
(and
(genlPreds ?PRED subEvents)
(assertedSentence
(relationExistsAll ?PRED ?P-TYPE ?SUB-TYPE))
(relationAllExists outputsCreated ?P-TYPE Bone-
BodyPart))
(couldImpact-ProcessToTrait ?SUB-TYPE
(QuantitySlotForArg2Fn BoneTheStuff
amountPresentAt)))
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A second sustained research programme has centred on Logic Programming Systems, most famously 
represented by Prolog. Theses support inference as a general problem-solving methodology, at the 
expense of system flexibility in choosing inference pathways, and therefore in mapping inference onto 
hardware. 
Recently, logic programming languages like SILK have been designed around more expressive logical 
formalisms, and achieve more flexible control flow by explicit use of rule priorities (Grosof, Dean, & 
Kifer, 2009; Grosof, Andersen, Dean, & Kifer, 2010). The third major thread has been the 
development of inference for the semantic web, which focuses on data scale, and has been dominated 
by a concern for complete inference with provable performance characteristics (implemented in DL 
reasoners such as MSPASS, Pellet, FaCT++ and KAON2). The development of the Semantic Web, 
and its integration with both more conventional data and with heterogeneous human-targeted 
knowledge, can be expected to drive the bulk of work in automated inference over the next decade. 
The recently completed LarKC project sought more scalable reasoning over heterogeneous source by 
relaxing completeness, and by applying metalogical reasoning in an effort to select inputs to and 
control the direction of inference, but it confined much of its work to relatively low-expressivity 
knowledge bases and shallow reasoning, and only incidentally combined work on reasoning and text 
understanding.  
Within those limits, however work on LarKC produced significant gains in the scalability of inference, 
developing a RDF data-layer, based on OWLIM (Kiryakov, Ognyanov, & Manov, 2005) and capable 
of storing of the order of tens of billions of RDF triples (Bishop, et al., 2011), and capable of limited 
in-store equality reasoning. LarKC also scaled reasoning, developing Marvin (Oren, Kotoulas, & 
Anadiotis, 2009) and WebPIE (Urbani, Kotoulas, Maassen, Harmelen, & Bal, 2010), which performed 
forward reasoning over O(1011) triples and QueryPIE (Urbani, Harmelen, Schlobach, & Bal, 
2011)which performs backward inference over O(109) triples in approximately real time. These 
represent successive approaches to parallelising inference over small sets of rules (Horst, 2005) 
applied to OWL data. Other approaches to scaling reasoning in static KBs of limited expressivity are 
also being pursued (Hogan, Pan, Polleres, & Decker, 2010). Of particular interest for SMARRT, 
Goodman (Goodman & Mizell, 2010) reports a very high-speed implementation of RDFS closure on 
the Cray XMT architecture that takes advantage of massive multithreading. 
Although the majority of work remains focussed on limited forward materialization of large data, 
backward (query-directed) inference over large KBs has been of increasing in importance, especially 
for biomedical applications, for which available semantic data representations and models are 
becoming increasingly sophisticated (Andersson, 2011; Momchev, 2011; Michael Witbrock, 2012). 
Distinctly within the field, the Cyc project has pursued the construction of both high-expressivity, 
broad coverage knowledge bases, and a mixed mode inference engine that supports multi-step forward 
and backward inference over very large rule sets (and large data accessed from Databases or triple 
stores). This combination has been applied effectively for query in multiple domains (Michael 
Witbrock, 2012; Lenat, et al., 2010; Panton, et al., 2006; Deaton, et al., 2005), and has effectively been 
adapted for lower expressivity reasoning (Ramachandran & Reagan, 205). To roughly illustrate the 
expressiveness of the representation, Figure 12 shows some of the rules from (Michael Witbrock, 
2012) used in inference to the possible effect on a bone phenotype of an underlying (genetic) process. 
Several of the predicates used are grounded, via further rules, to RDF representations from 
LinkedLifeData (Momchev, 2011)stored in an Owlim store. 
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Figure	  12:	  A	  small	  fragment	  of	  a	  deeply	  chained	  inference	  supporting	  a	  particular	  causal	  hypothesis	  in	  
Vesalius.	  Natural	  language	  generation	  from	  logic	  is	  used	  to	  explain	  the	  reasoning	  performed,	  increasing	  the	  
usability	  of	  the	  reasoning	  system;	  raw	  logic	  is	  also	  shown	  here	  for	  the	  purpose	  of	  debugging.	  The	  “Evidence”	  

steps	  here	  use	  data	  accessed	  from	  LinkedLifeData;	  SMARRT	  aims	  to	  support	  both	  deep	  inference	  and	  
automatic	  reading	  of	  this	  sort	  of	  needed	  data,	  during	  problem	  solving,	  and	  to	  do	  so	  responsively	  and	  at	  scale	  

using	  next-‐generation	  computing	  hardware.	  

 

6.1 Existing CYC Vocabulary 

The Cyc knowledge base is a common sense ontology which most broadly covers the vocabulary that 
is in interest of Mobis project. Because it is common sense, it not only covers the concepts connected 
to the traffic, but human activities as well. For example, it has the concept of what is the driver 
(#$Driver-TransportationProfessional) and to humans obvious knowledge that vehicle needs a driver, 
which is not obvious for machine reasoning systems. The vocabulary part of the ontology is open 
source and can be downloaded as an RDF graph from the OpenCyc’s Sourceforge1 site. 
The MobiS KB extension, will also rely on the pre-existing work already perfomed under the 
EURIDICE (www.euridice-project.eu) context model implementation of transportation concepts in 
Cyc. In EURIDICE, the context model is consisting of three different areas related to the main 
logistics stakeholders and they are called: Cargo Domain, Transport Domain and Environmental 
Domain. The various transportation modes within the EURIDICE taxonomy are gruped as follows: 

• Road Transport; 
• Air Transport; 
• Rail Transport; 
• Maritime Transport. 

For a more comprehensive detail about the description of the main entities modelled within the 
transport domain, please refer into Annex A. 

                                                        
1 http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencyc/files/OpenCyc%204.0/ 
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As stated before, the starting point of our Mobis KB extensions is to re-use the existing Cyc’s 
Microtheory called TransportationMt (Figure 13). This is the Microtheory which subsumes all of the 
vocabulary regarding the transportation and traffic. Before we started to work on the extensions it 
consisted of 2179 assertions and 17 first level sub-Microtheories (Figure 14) which encoded 
knowledge about transportation. When using reasoning and not just the search in the KB, the number 
of Microtheories that contain the transportation relevant knowledge (because of the transitivity) goes 
up to 2000. 
 

 Microtheory : TransportationMt [+]  
 
on the term 
 
isa : TheoryMicrotheory GeneralMicrotheory 
isa : IndustrialArtifactAnthropacity 

genlMt : TransportationVocabularyMt InterAgentArtifactMt ContainerGMt BaseKB 
comment : "This is a microtheory which should contain a body of axioms and constants relevant to 

transportation broadly construed. The scope of this mt is broader than most people initially 
realize since it includes all manner of transportation events (see TransportationEvent) 
including not only 'typical' transportation events such as train transportation, horseback 
riding, but also blood cells transporting nutrients, dust particles transporting germs etc.. 
Basically, any axioms dealing with how one object facilitates the motion of another by 
moving along with it (see definition of TransportationEvent) are appropriate assertions for 
this microtheory. Currently (March 97) there are no identifiable domain assumptions, 
however, it seems intuitively obvious that given their number and complexity that axioms 
about transportation should be modularized into their own microtheory. Prime exemplars 
of assertions that should go in here are `transporters and transportees are disjoint' or 
`passengers are usually in SittingPosture.'. A borderline positive exemplar of an assertion 
that should go in here is `windsurfing transportees get wet'. This assertion seems not 
relevant enough to transportation in general, but rather to specific facts about late 20th C 
recreation. Since such an mt does not currently (March 97) exist, it can go here, although, 
finding/creating a more specific mt should be given high priority. A negative exemplar 
assertion would be one that did not mention an instance of TransportationEvent or any 
specialization of transporter, transportees." 

genlMt-Vocabulary : TransportationVocabularyMt 

 
Copyright © 1995 - 2013 Cycorp. All rights reserved. 

Figure	  13:	  Definition	  of	  TransportationMt	  and	  its	  comment	  about	  the	  knowledge	  that	  is	  part	  of	  it.	  
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Figure	  14:	  first	  level	  sub	  Microtheories	  of	  the	  TransportationMt	  
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7 MobiS knowledge model 

The Knowledge Base is one of the main parts of Mobis project and is shared among all of the different 
parts of the project in some way. Because it is central and because of its semantic nature it serves more 
purposes than just simple storing of the facts: 

• Storage.  
• Enabling reasoning 
• Shared vocabulary  

The storage part of the Mobis knowledge base is a combination of a strictly semantic knowledge base 
such as CycKB or internal LarKC triple store based on OWLIM, and relational database and other 
solutions for storing measurements and other non-semantic data. The Mobis components has access to 
all this functionality using Java and web-service APIs. 
In order to be able to do reasoning on top of the stored data, the facts has to be stored into the kind of 
the ontological structure, preferably with pre-existing support data. Currently the most appropriate 
way to do that is using state of the art Cyc reasoning and Cyc ontology in a combination with LarKC 
platform which enables to add additional reasoning or data workflows and capabilities via plug-ins. 
LarKC by default supports SPARQL queries and RDFS inference, where Cyc supports SPARQL and 
CycL querying languages and general logical deduction (including modus ponens, modus tollens, and 
universal and existential quantification). 
RDFS inference is achieved via a set of axiomatic triples and entailment rules. These rules allow the 
full set of valid inferences using RDFS semantics to be determined. Herman ter Horst in (Horst, 2005) 
defines RDFS extensions for more general rule support and a fragment of OWL, which is more 
expressive than DLP and fully compatible with RDFS. 
Besides reasoning, using the ontology as a way of referring to concepts describing the traffic and other 
Mobis data, has additional benefits which are quite important for the project. It gives it the shared 
vocabulary which can be used by all the components in a standardized and reusable way. For example 
the columns in the database storing measurements or traffic counter data can be annotated using the 
same vocabulary as the reasoning part (for additional information on this topic refer to section 6.3 
“Semantic Knowledge Source Integration” on D3.1) This gives the system the possibility to 
standardize the data and to make it easier to use the raw data or results of analytical analysis directly 
by the reasoning engine or some other part of the Mobis platform.  

7.1 Mobis Ontology extension for AMZS use-case 

AMZS is one of the project use-case partners which specializes in the road assistance. People who 
need assistance on the road, call to their centre and the AMZS responds with the on-the fly fixing of 
the car or towing it to nearest car repair shop. These reported road incident can often cause a traffic 
jam or partial to full closing of the road. In this sense they can be treated in the same way as other 
traffic incidents, reported from other sources (news or official road incidents data, which we have 
access to as well). The list of car symptoms which are modelled within the MobiS KB are identified in 
Figure 15. 
AMZS data feed is one of the data-feeds we will be using in Mobis project and the vocabulary that is 
used to annotate it is mostly shared between the other use-cases as well, so it serves as a good ground 
work for the ontology about the road incidents. 
It is worth to mention that, AMZS use-case was used in order to develop the first phase of the MobiS 
knowledge base. The idea is then to extend the MobiS knowledge base vocabulary in order to address 
the other two use-case scenarios. 
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Figure	  15.	  List	  of	  car	  symptoms	  modelled	  in	  MobiS	  KB	  

Breakdown tree
(fault stated directly by the caller)

Engine does not pull/hiccoughs/runs
too high

Faulty Rim lock Faulty drive shaft                 

Immobiliser out of order

Fuel system/Leak

Smell coming out of steering column

Damaged accelerator or clutch cable 

Smoke (black or white)

Faulty fan belt

Lost oil or fuel tank cap

Blocked hand brake

Gear lever disconnected/loose

Door / Window / Glass roof does not 
close

Transmission/Engine failure           

Lost wheel

Fire in engine

High loss of oil/hydraulic oil

Faulty power steering

Broken motorcycle chain 

Wrong fuel

Faulty hub bearing            

Roadside
Assistance Towage

Faulty timing belt
(Warning, 

can be mixed up with fan belt !)

Cylinder head gasket          

Possible 
symptoms 

Possible 
symptoms

Shortage of petrol/diesel
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7.1.1 The extension 
The ontology that we had to extend is separated into two parts. First is the AMZS specific part which 
goes into the AMZSMt Microtheory: 
 
;;Creation of the AMZS Microtheory, which is a GeneralMicrotheory and a 
;;sub-Mt of RoadVehicleWorkings Microtheory and Geography Microtheory 
Constant: AMZSMt. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: GeneralMicrotheory. 
genlMt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genlMt: GeographyMt. 
 
The second part is the general traffic knowledge which goes into other appropriate Microtheories such 
as RoadVehicleWorkingsMt, VehicularTrafficMt, GeographyMt, etc., which are shared among all of 
the Mobis use-cases and software modules. 
For a complete description of the Mobis Ontology Extension, please refer to annex B.  
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8 Conclusions 

The deliverable D4.1 MobiS knowledge base describes the methodological approach being tackled 
under WP4 Reasoning and decision function, for MobiS KB formalization. This deliverable is part of 
the prototype D4.1 which adopts the proposed approach as the starting point for supporting the 
description of automated reasoning of individual plans, urban mobility means, sensors and sensor 
networks, and social networks and infrastructure. 
The purpose of this document was to establish a framework for the personalized intelligent mobility 
and prepare the ground for the development of software prototypes that will demonstrate it, as the case 
for prototype D4.1. The document presents the work that is being done in the MobiS knowledge 
formalization, implementation of the MobiS knowledge base in Cyc common sense knowledge base, 
also known as top down or knowledge driven AI methods (in contrast with bottom up or data driven 
methods described under D3.1) 
The top down or knowledge driven AI methods are methods that correspond to the old notion of the 
expert systems where knowledge is presented to the reasoning methods in a formalised view. There 
were many attempts in the last two decades of the previous century to develop the real AI system that 
would be able to do even better reasoning than humans. The problem in that time was that there were 
not enough information available to enrich the knowledge base and that codifying human knowledge 
costs a lot of money in respect to the gained results. The most successful attempt to codify complete 
human knowledge was the Cyc project that resulted in a Cyc reasoning system and the largest and 
most comprehensive Cyc common sense knowledge database. The project was transferred in 2000 to a 
company Cycorp (www.cyc.com) that opened a joint venture with JSI in Slovenia in 2006. 
The initial step regarding KB formalization started by the identification of available data sources from 
several of the MobiS partners. The next step was to describe the methods involved in the KB 
formalization in Cyc and also the extension of Cyc transportation knowledge with the definition of 
new vocabulary involving domain experts in the use cases. 
This initial prototype will aim at demonstrating the benefits of MobiS KB through the following four 
tasks defined in the MobiS DoW: 
- Task 4.2: Knowledge Capture Services for Mobility Network; 
- Task 4.3: Machine Learning and Reasoning for Efficient Inference; 
- Task 4.4: High Throughput High Capacity Reasoning; 
- Task 4.5: Integrated Mobility Decision Support System; 
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9 Annex 

9.1 Annex A: Description of Main Entities for Transportation Domain 

Name Description Attributes 

Position Geographical coordinates of 
goods in time. 

Location: geographical 
coordinates: 
• Exact position 

(georeference) 
• approximate position (area) 
Time: dynamic aspects of 
positioning 

Vehicle Any transport means for goods Means of transport: road, ship, 
rail 
Type: truck, wagon,… (it can 
be a truck travelling by train) 

Carrier The subject responsible to 
transport the goods over one leg 
of transport using one vehicle 
The party providing physical 
transport services. 

ID: univocal (within 
EURIDICE) 
Address: 

Infrastructure It is a generalization of the 
different types of infrastructure 
in which cargo and/or vehicle is 
(road, railway, port, 
warehouse,...) 

Location 
Infrastructure manager (there is 
a strong relationship) 

Route Info Information about the scheduled 
path of a vehicle 

Origin 
Destination 

Journey The entire trip scheduled for the goods. Describes a scheduled 
journey that a particular goods transportation service provider 
(freight carrier) is requested to perform on the behalf of a shipper, 
customer or other transportation coordinator. The journey may 
contain one or more stops. There are many possible business 
applications in several environments that may use this capability. 
A Journey is typically generated by a transportation planning 
system to coordinate and optimize the movement of many goods 
shipment to reduce overall freight cost, improve overall delivery 
schedules, and ensure that a carrier's equipment is utilized 
efficiently. Other business systems typically interested in a 
Journey document include supply chain execution, supply chain 
visibility, warehouse management, and transportation management 
systems. 

 
 

9.2 Annex B: 
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Mobis	  Ontology	  Extension 

[KE	  Text	  and	  other	  documentation] 
 
 
� 

Introduction and other Stuff 
Existing traffic and vehicle state concepts in Cyc 

Concepts used in AMZS Error codes XML 
Other concepts 

KE Text 
;Cyc fixes 
;Common Mobis Ontology 
;AMZS Car accident and malfunction concepts 

;Support concepts 
;Reporting part 
;Accident part 
;StuckOrConfinedPart 
;Malfunction part 

;Ignition 
;Engine 
;Power transmission 
;Electricity 
;Chassis 
;Tires 
;Fuel 
;Doorlock 
;Other 

;Response part 
;Ignition 
;Engine 
;Electricity 
;Chassis 
;Tires 
;Other 

;Test instances 
;CURE 

;AMZSReport 
;VehicleAccident 
;StuckOrConfinedSituation 
;Vehicle Malfunction 

;Ignition 
;Engine 
;Electricity 
; Lock Malfunction 
; Fuel 
;Chassis 
;Tires 
;Other 

;RoadVehicle 
;Some queries that might be useful 

;Car Model Extension 
;Road events support� 
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9.2.1 Existing traffic and vehicle state concepts in Cyc 

9.2.1.1 Concepts used in AMZS Error codes XML 
CarAccident 
Roadway 
Distance 
orientation 
OrientationVector 
Ditch 
Location-Underspecified 
barrierBlocksPath 
pointOnPath 
betweenOnPath 
StreetNamedFn 
StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
(confiningRegion CONFINEMENT REGION) 
FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle 
eventOccursAt 
EnduringThing-Localized 
situationLocation 
MuddyArea 
SnowCoveredArea 
Pole-Rod  
Cliff 
VehicleDoorKey 
 
SpareTire 
 

9.2.1.2 Other concepts 
EngineStarter  
IndicatorLight  
AutomobileHeadLight  
AutomotiveLightBulb (AutomobileTailLight , CarFogLights) 
 
severityOfCondition 
InformationBearingThing 
causes-EventEvent 
objectPlaced 
driverActor  
damages (Event SomethingExisting) 
objectsDestroyed 
VehicleTransmissionState-Parked 
VehicleTransmissionState-Drive 
AutomobileTypeByModel 
VehiclePart 
RoadVehicleByBodyStyle 
IndicatorLight 
malfunctionAffects 
symptomOfMalfunction (Symptom Malfunction) 
DysfunctionalCondition 
Disability 
startsDuring 
senderOfInfo 
topicOfInfoTransfer 
eventOccursAt 
dateOfEvent 
actors 
subEvents 
inputsDestroyed 
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9.2.2 KE Text 
Under this chapter is a direct KE text excerpt of the ontology extension. It can be copy-pasted directly 
to Cyc. Because of this the chapters start with the semicolon comment sign “;” so they can be part of 
the KE Text. 
The comments are deliberately formated in green, so it is easier to distinguish them from the useful 
KE Text. 

9.2.2.1 Cyc fixes 
;Here we fix random cyc stuff we noticed it is wrong. 
Kill: CarEngineStarting. 
 
Delete. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (ist UniversalVocabularyMt  
    (isa orientation SpatialCotemporalPredicate)). 
 
Enter. 

9.2.2.2 Common Mobis Ontology 
;In this chapter we put the concepts, predicates, assertions and rules  
;which are supporting all of the specific use-cases of Mobis projects.  
;Example of this are the general concepts about traffic, roads, accidents,  
;etc. and general Mobis concepts. 
 

9.2.2.3 AMZS Car accident and malfunction concepts 
;In this chapter we have the concepts, predicates, assertions and rules 
;specific to AMZS use case. 
 

9.2.2.4 Support concepts 
;;Creation of the AMZS Microtheory, which is a GeneralMicrotheory and a 
;;sub-Mt of RoadVehicleWorkings Microtheory and Geography Microtheory 
Constant: AMZSMt. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: GeneralMicrotheory. 
genlMt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genlMt: GeographyMt. 
 
Constant: AMZSReport. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
genls: InformationTransferEvent. 
 
Constant: hasID. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate StrictlyFunctionalSlot. 
arg1Isa: Thing. 
arg2Isa: CharacterString. 
singleEntryFormatInArgs: 2. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "ID". 
 
;lexification for hasID 
in Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$hasID 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$HeadVerbForInitialSubjectFn #$Have-TheWord) 
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    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$ID-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2))). 
 

;this is the person who calls and reports his problem 
Constant: AMZSUser. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
genls: HumanAdult. 
 
;; A function that takes the issuer’s ID number as an argument and  
;creates concept of AMZS user. 
Constant: AMZSUserFn. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: ReifiableFunction. 
arity: 1. 
arg1Isa: CharacterString. 
resultIsa: AMZSUser. 
 
Constant: AMZSKlub. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: Group. 
 
;; A predicate that connects an issue to a member and membership  
;;ID. 
Constant: memberWithIDInIssue. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: TernaryPredicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: AMZSReport. 
arg2Isa: AMZSUser. 
arg3Isa: CharacterString. 
comment:  "A predicate that connects an issue to a member and membership  
number.". 
 
;Lexification for memberWithIDInIssue 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$memberWithIDInIssue 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Have-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "member ID") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
 
f: (#$genTemplate #$memberWithIDInIssue 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Have-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "member ID") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
;A rule which states that if there is a person in AMZS report that has 
;a member ID then that person is a member of AMZSKlub. 
f: (implies 
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    (and 
(memberWithIDInIssue ?ISS ?PER ?ID) 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(isa ?ID CharacterString)) 

(groupMembers AMZSKlub ?PER)). 
 
;;Creation of a TrafficEventType, which is a SecondOrderCollection (types 
;;of traffic events), in the RoadVehicleWorkings Microtheory 
Constant: TrafficEventType. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
isa: CollectionType. 
 
;;Creation of a InconvenientTrafficEventType, which  
;;is a SecondOrderCollection (types of traffic events),  
;;in the RoadVehicleWorkings Microtheory 
Constant: InconvenientTrafficEventType. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genls:TrafficEventType. 
isa: CollectionType. 
f: (isa VehicleAccident InconvenientTrafficEventType). 
f: (isa StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation InconvenientTrafficEventType). 
 
Constant: InconvenientTrafficEvent. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
isa: InconvenientTrafficEventType. 
 
;;HERE WE SHOULD ADD MORE OF THESE WHEN WE FIND THEM OUT 
 
;;A predicate that connects AMZS issue to an instance of inconvenient 
;;traffic event type. 
Constant: issueEventType. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: AMZSReport. 
arg2Isa: InconvenientTrafficEventType. 
comment: "(issueEventType ISSUE TYPE) refers inconvenient traffic event 
type TYPE to an instance of AMZS report ISSUE. ". 
 

;Lexification 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (genTemplate issueEventType  
    (ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
      (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)  
      (HeadVerbForInitialSubjectFn Refer-TheWord)  
      (PhraseFromStringFn "to an incovenient traffic event type")  
      (Pp-PNpFn Of-TheWord  
        (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)))). 
 
;Rule connecting topicOfInfoTransfer to issueEventType 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

    (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?TOP) 
(nearestIsa ?TOP ?TYPE)) 

(issueEventType ?ISS ?TYPE)). 
 
;A rule saying that if issue’s event is of type ?TYPE then issue’s topic 
;is an instance of ?TYPE 
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In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?TOP) 
(issueEventType ?ISS ?TYPE) 
(or 

(equals ?TYPE VehicleAccident) 
(equals ?TYPE StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation))) 

(ist UniversalVocabularyMt (isa ?TOP ?TYPE))). 
 
;;Adding some name strings to existing constants. 
Constant: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Stuck vehicle situation" "Confined vehicle situation" "Stuck 
or confined vehicle situation" "Stuck vehicle" "Confined vehicle" "Stuck". 
 
Constant: VehicleAccident. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Vehicle accident" "Vehicular accident". 
 
Constant: RoadVehicle. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Road vehicle" "Vehicle". 
 
;;A function that takes a AMZS report as an argument and  
;;creates an instance of StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
Constant: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ReifiableFunction. 
arity: 1. 
arg1Isa: AMZSReport. 
resultIsa: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
comment: "Function that takes an AMZS issue as an argument and returns an 
instance of StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation". 
 
;Lexification for StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
;f: (genTemplate StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn  
;     (ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
;       (WordFormFn-Constrained nonPlural-Generic ;Vehicle-TheWord)  
;       (Pp-PNpFn Of-TheWord  
;         (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1))  
;       (WordFormFn-Constrained nonPlural-Generic ;Being-TheWord)  
;       (HeadWordOfPhraseFn  
;         (PhraseFromStringFn "stuck")))). 
 
;Another lexification for StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn. Has to be  
;corrected - stuck instead of stick 
f: (#$genTemplate #$StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$HeadVerbForInitialSubjectFn #$Stick-TheWord) 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$Situation-TheWord))). 
 

In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
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f:(implies 
(issueEventType ?ISSUE StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISSUE (StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn ?ISSUE))). 
 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
(and 

(issueEventType ?ISSUE ?TYPE) 
(genls ?TYPE StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISSUE (StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn 
?ISSUE))) 

(and 
(isa (StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn ?ISSUE) ?TYPE) 
(nameString (StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituationFn ?ISSUE) "Stuck 
Situation"))). 

 
;; A function that takes AMZS issue as an argument and creates a  
;; concept of AMZS road vehicle. 
Constant: VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: ReifiableFunction. 
arity: 1. 
arg1Isa: AMZSReport. 
resultIsa: RoadVehicle. 
 
;Lexification of VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn 
In Mt : EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f:(#$genTemplate #$VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$Vehicle-TheWord))). 
 

9.2.2.5 Reporting part 
;; Rule stating that if the StreetNamedFn(StreetNameString, City) returns a 
;;Street, and if this Street isa Street-Generic, then Street is an object 
;;found in the City 
In Mt : GeographyMt. 
Direction :Backward. 
f:(implies 
  (and  
    (equals ?STREET (StreetNamedFn ?STREETNAME ?CITY)) 
    (isa ?STREET Street-Generic)) 
  (objectFoundInLocation ?STREET ?CITY)). 
 
;;Creation of LocationNearLocationFn in the Geography Microtheory, with a 
;;Place as input parameter and returning another Place, which is near the 
;;input Place 
Constant: LocationNearLocationFn. 
In Mt:  GeographyMt. 
isa: ReifiableFunction. 
arity:1. 
arg1Isa: Place. 
resultIsa: Place. 
comment: "to be written". 
;;Rule stating that the LocationNearLocationFn corresponds to the predicate 
;;”near”, and points to its first argument 
f: (functionCorrespondingPredicate LocationNearLocationFn near 1). 
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;;Rule stating that if an Event occursAt some Place X, and X is near 
;;another Place Y, then the Event occursNear Y     
Direction :Backward. 
f:(#$implies  
 (#$and  
   (#$isa ?EVT #$Event)  
   (near ?PLACE ?PLACE1) 
   (eventOccursAt ?EVT ?PLACE)) 
 (#$eventOccursNear ?EVT ?PLACE1)). 
 
;;Creation of BetweenOnPathFn that takes as arguments a Street-Generic and 
;;two Places along the Street-Generic, and returns one Place that is 
;;between those two Places 
Constant: BetweenOnPathFn. 
In Mt:  GeographyMt. 
isa: ReifiableFunction. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: Place. 
arg2Isa: Place. 
arg3Isa: Street-Generic. 
resultIsa: Place. 
comment: "to be written". 
 
;Creating a prototypical instance of Roadway 
Constant: PrototypicalRoadway. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
isa: Roadway. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "road" "roadway". 
 

;;Creating a predicate that connects specific road vehicle to it’s model. 
Constant: roadVehicleModel. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: RoadVehicle. 
arg2Isa: RoadVehicleTypeByModel. 
comment: "A predicate that connects specific road vehicle to it's model.". 
 
;Lexification for roadVehicleModel 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (genTemplate roadVehicleModel  
    (Sentence-NpIsXpFn  
      (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)  
      (ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
        (ParaphraseFn-Constrained nonPlural-Generic Model-Artifact)  
        (Pp-PNpFn Of-TheWord  
          (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1))))). 
 
In Mt: BaseKB. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
(and 

(isa ?CAR ?MODEL) 
(genls ?MODEL ?BRAND) 
(isa ?BRAND AutomobileTypeByBrand)) 

(roadVehicleModel ?CAR ?MODEL)). 
 
;Lexification for vehicle’s model that is connected to “isa” predicate 
;and uses genTemplate-Constrained so that it uses a special case of 
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;”isa” lexification  
;In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
;f: (genTemplate-Constrained isa 
;       (isa :ARG1 RoadVehicle) 
;    (Sentence-NpIsXpFn 
;      (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
;      (ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
;        (ParaphraseFn-Constrained nonPlural-Generic Model-Artifact) 
;        (Pp-PNpFn Of-TheWord 
;          (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1))))). 
 

;;Creating a predicate that connects specific road vehicle to it’s  
;;body style. 
Constant: roadVehicleBodyStyle. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: RoadVehicle. 
arg2Isa: RoadVehicleTypeByBodyStyle. 
comment: "A predicate that connects specific road vehicle to it's body 
style e.g. Hatchback Car, Sedan Car.". 
 
;Lexification for roadVehicleBodyStyle 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
genTemplate: (ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)  
    (PhraseFromStringFn "body style")  
    (HeadVerbForInitialSubjectFn Be-TheWord)  
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)). 
 
;Lexification for vehicle’s body style that is connected to “isa” predicate 
;and uses genTemplate-Constrained so that it uses a special case of 
;”isa” lexification  
;In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
;f: (genTemplate-Constrained isa 
;       (isa :ARG1 RoadVehicle) 
;    (ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
;    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
;    (PhraseFromStringFn "body style") 
;    (HeadVerbForInitialSubjectFn Be-TheWord) 
;    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2))). 
 

;;Rule stating that the BetweenOnPathFn corresponds to the betweenOnPath 
;;predicate and that the result for the function is the first argument of 
;;the predicate -> Canonical states that the order of the arguments count 
f: (functionCorrespondingPredicate-Canonical BetweenOnPathFn betweenOnPath 
1). 
 

9.2.2.6 Accident part 
;;Creation of concept LeftSideUp, which is an OrientationVector, and that  
;;states that something is capsized with its left side pointing up 
Constant: LeftSideUp. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: OrientationVector. 
isa: DirectionAndOrientationVocabulary-Spatial-Topic. 
 
;;Creation of concept TopSideUp, which is an OrientationVector, and that  
;;states that something is in its normal orientation with its top side  
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;;pointing up 
Constant: TopSideUp. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: OrientationVector. 
isa: DirectionAndOrientationVocabulary-Spatial-Topic. 
 
;;Creation of predicate which defines the orientation of a vehicle after it  
;;suffered an accident, e.g. capsized with right size up 
Constant: roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: RoadVehicle. 
arg2Isa: OrientationVector. 
arg3Isa: VehicleAccident. 
comment: "(roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident VEH ORI ACC) means that 
after vehicular accident ACC road vehicle VEH has orientation ORI, e.g. is 
orientated upside-down.". 
 
;;This rule states that if a RoadVehicle and an Orientation are linked by 
;;the predicate roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident, then they are also 
;;linked by the orientation predicate 
Direction :Backward. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
f: (implies 
     (roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident ?CAR ?ORIENTATION ?ACCIDENT) 
   (orientation ?CAR ?ORIENTATION)). 
f:(implies 

(and 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?ACC) 
(objectActedOn ?ACC ?CAR)) 

(roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident ?CAR ?ORI ?ACC)). 
 
;Lexification for roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident 
In Mt : EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (genTemplate roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident 
  (ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (ParaphraseFn-Constrained nonPlural-Generic RoadVehicle) 
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
      (VerbForSubjectFn Be-TheWord 
        (NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (PhraseFromStringFn "orientated") 
    (ParaphraseFn-Constrained 
      (PhraseFn Adverb) :ARG2) 
    (PhraseFromStringFn "after vehicular accident") 
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
 
;;Creating a new predicate which is very similar to objectFoundInLocation.  
;;Instead of taking an instance of place for an argument it takes 
;;a specialization. 
Constant: objectFoundInLocationType. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: AMZSReport. 
arg2Isa: RoadVehicle. 
arg3Genl: SpatialThing-Localized. 
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comment: "(objectFoundInLocationType EVENT OBJ LOC) means that in event 
EVENT OBJ has the location of type LOC.". 
 
;Lexification for objectFoundInLocationType 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f:(#$genTemplate #$objectFoundInLocationType 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "of") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
     (#$PhraseFromStringFn "is located in") 
     (#$ParaphraseFn :ARG3)))). 
 

;Creating a concept of being under a road 
Constant: UnderRoadway. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: SpatialThingTypeByGenericLocation. 
genls:  SpatialThing-Localized. 
comment: "The collection of instances of SpatialThing-Localized that are 
resting on the surface of the ground which has lower altitude than the 
closest point of a roadway.". 
conceptuallyRelated: Roadway. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "under a road". 
 
 

;Questionable rule (for training purposes) which states that if vehicle is  
;on the road or in the ditch next to the road then the distance of the 
;vehicle from the road is 0. 
Direction: Backward. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?VEHICLE RoadVehicle) 
(or 

(isa ?PLACE Ditch) 
(isa ?PLACE Roadway) 

) 
(objectFoundInLocation ?VEHICLE ?PLACE) 

) 
(distanceBetween ?VEHICLE ?PLACE (Meter 0)) 
). 

 

9.2.2.7 StuckOrConfinedPart 
;; Adding name strings to some existing constants. 
Constant: MuddyArea. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Muddy area". 
 
Constant: SnowCoveredArea. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Snow covered area" "Snowy area". 
 
Constant: Pole-Rod. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
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nameString: "Pole" "Rod". 
 
Constant: Cliff. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Cliff". 
 

;;Creating a new predicate that defines confining region of an object  
;;in the same way as confiningRegion does, with a difference that 
;;it’s second argument takes a specialization of PartiallyTangible. 
Constant: confiningRegionOfAnObject. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: StuckOrConfinedSituation.     
arg2Genl: PartiallyTangible. 
comment: "(confiningRegionOfOfAnObject CONFINEMENT REGION) defines REGION 
as the spatial region where free movement is possible for the 
objectStuckOrConfined in CONFINEMENT, an instance of 
StuckOrConfinedSituation. Unlike confiningRegion, the second argument of 
confiningRegionOfAnObject takes a specialization of PartiallyTangible.". 
 
;Lexification for confiningRegionOfAnObject 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$confiningRegionOfAnObject 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "Confining region") 
    (#$Pp-PNpFn #$In-TheWord 
     (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Be-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2))). 
 

;;Situations from the XML.  
Constant: StuckOrConfinedVehicleInMudSituation. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genls: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
confiningRegionOfAnObject: Mud MuddyArea. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Stuck in mud". 
nameString: "Vehicle stuck in mud". 
 
Constant: StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnAPoleSituation. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genls: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
confiningRegionOfAnObject: Pole-Rod. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Stuck on a pole" "Stuck on pole". 
 
Constant: StuckOrConfinedVehicleInSnowSituation. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genls: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
confiningRegionOfAnObject: SnowyArea. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Stuck in snow". 
 
Constant: StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnACliffSituation. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genls: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
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confiningRegionOfAnObject: Cliff. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Stuck on a cliff" "Stuck in a cliff" "Stuck on cliff". 
 
Constant: StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnAWallSituation. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
genls: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
confiningRegionOfAnObject: Wall-ExternalToStructure. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Stuck on a wall" "Stuck on wall". 
 

;ConfiningRegion lexification 
Constant: confiningRegion. 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
genTemplate: (ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
    (PhraseFromStringFn "Confining region")  
    (Pp-PNpFn Of-TheWord  
      (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1))  
    (HeadWordOfPhraseFn  
      (VerbForSubjectFn Be-TheWord  
        (NthPhraseFn 2)))  
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)). 
 
;;A rule that states that if there is a situation SIT which is an  
;;instance of stuck or confined vehicle situation and SIT’s confining  
;;region is mud then SIT is also an instance of  
;;stuck or confined vehicle in mud situation. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(or 
(confiningRegionOfAnObject ?SIT MuddyArea) 
(confiningRegionOfAnObject ?SIT Mud))) 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleInMudSituation)). 
 
;;Similar rules as the one above; these consider snowy area, pole, cliff 
;;or wall as confining regions. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(confiningRegionOfAnObject ?SIT SnowCoveredArea)) 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleInSnowSituation)). 
 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(confiningRegionOfAnObject ?SIT Pole-Rod)) 
(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnAPoleSituation)). 
 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
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(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(confiningRegionOfAnObject ?SIT Cliff)) 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnACliffSituation)). 
 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(confiningRegionOfAnObject ?SIT Wall-ExternalToStructure)) 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnAWallSituation)). 
 

;; An existing & useful predicate 
;"(objectStuckOrConfined CONFINEMENT CONFINED) defines CONFINED as the  
;object whose free movement is restricted in CONFINEMENT, an instance of 
;StuckOrConfinedSituation." 
 
;eventTypeHasCloselyAssociatedObjectTypes 
 
;Attempt of a rule that would create an instance of StuckOrConfinedVehicleS 
;if (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) and  
;(issueEventType ?ISS StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (implies 
;  (and 
;    (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
;    (issueEventType ?ISS StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation)) 
;    (thereExists ?STUCK 
;      (and 
;        (isa ?STUCK StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
;        (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?STUCK)))). 
 

9.2.2.8 Malfunction part 
 
Constant: timeNeededToEliminateMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arity: 2. 
arg1Isa: Thing. 
arg2Isa: Time-Quantity. 
comment: "(timeNeededToEliminateMalfunction STUFF TIME) means that it takes 
about TIME to eliminate malfunction that affected STUFF.". 
 
;In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
;f: (timeNeededToEliminateMalfunction PerforatedTire (MinutesDuration 15)). 
 
Constant: approximateTimeForIssue. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arity: 2. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Isa: Time-Quantity. 
singleEntryFormatInArgs: 2. 
comment: "(approximateTimeForIssue SIT TIME) means that it takes about TIME 
to eliminate all malfunctions that affected SIT.". 
 
;THIS RULE HAS TO BE IMPROVED!! 
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;A rule that tells how long should it take for a repairman on the field 
;to make car drive again. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT ?DEV ?STATE) 
(timeNeededToEliminateMalfunction ?STATE ?TIME)) 

(approximateTimeForIssue ?SIT (PlusFn ?TIME))). 
 

;Same rule that acknowledges number of devices needed 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle TireMalfunction) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT ?DEV ?STATE) 
(timeNeededToEliminateMalfunction ?STATE ?TIME) 
(numberOfObjectsInSit ?SIT ?STATE ?N)) 

(approximateTimeForIssue ?SIT (PlusFn (TimesFn ?N ?TIME)))). 
 
;Rule saying that if it takes more than 0.5 hour to repair the vehicle 
;then towing vehicle is needed. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
    (isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 
    (approximateTimeForIssue ?SIT ?TIME) 

(greaterThan ?TIME (MinutesDuration 30))) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 
 
 

;define the subcollection of malfunction which is ;TransportationDevice-
Vehicle malfunction. It covers all of the 
;malfunctions of self powered transportation devices 
Constant: TransportationDevice-VehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: Malfunction. 
isa: InconvenientTrafficEventType. 
f:(rewriteOf TransportationDevice-VehicleMalfunction 
(SubcollectionOfWithRelationFromTypeFn Malfunction malfunctionAffects 
TransportationDevice-Vehicle)). 
f: (isa TransportationDevice-
VehicleMalfunction  InconvenientTrafficEventType). 
Constant: TransportationDevice-VehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Vehicle malfunction". 
 

;defining a specialization of TransportationDevice-VehicleMalfunction, 
;RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
Constant: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: TransportationDevice-VehicleMalfunction. 
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;A rule saying that if type of an event is RoadVehicleMalfunction  
;or InconvenientTrafficEvent then 
;topic of the corresponding report is its instance. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?TOP) 
(issueEventType ?ISS ?TYPE) 
(genls ?TYPE TransportationDevice-VehicleMalfunction)) 

(ist UniversalVocabularyMt (isa ?TOP ?TYPE))). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?TOP) 
(issueEventType ?ISS ?TYPE) 
(equals ?TYPE InconvenientTrafficEvent)) 

(ist UniversalVocabularyMt (isa ?TOP ?TYPE))). 
 

;Creating a VehicleActivity collection which includes all events that are 
;somehow connected to vehicles or their performance. 
Constant: VehicleActivity. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TemporalStuffType. 
genls: PhysicalEvent Action NonNaturalThing. 
comment: "A collection of events, and a specialization of both Action and 
PhysicalEvent. In each instance of VehicleActivity, at least one instance 
of TransportationDevice-Vehicle is somehow involved. An instance of Person 
may or may not be involved. A wide variety of activities falls into this 
collection - from starting a vehicle, to engine overheating.". 
 
Constant: VehicleActivityType. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: SiblingDisjointCollectionType SecondOrderCollection. 
genls: DurativeEventType. 
comment: "An instance of SiblingDisjointCollectionType. This collection is 
an instance of SiblingDisjointCollectionType because it is assumed that 
vehicle-related activities are analysed fine-grainedly enough that if a 
putative instance of VehicleActivity would fall under two sibling 
VehicleActivityTypes, it should be analysed as two events." . 
 

9.2.2.8.1 Ignition 
;Creating the concept of car ignition 
Constant: StartingAVehicle. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: DeviceStartingARun ChangingDeviceState. 
isa: VehicleActivityType. 
comment: "A specialization of DeviceStartingARun -- the collection of 
events in which an instance of TransportationDevice-Vehicle is started, 
generally in order to get in normal operating mode. This may entail the 
instance of TransportationDevice-Vehicle's stateOfDevice being changed from 
Device-Off to Device-On, but not necessarily.". 
objectActedOn-TypeType: TransportationDevice-Vehicle. 
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f:((QuantifiedVersionOfBinaryPredicateFn relationAllExists objectActedOn) 
StartingAVehicle TransportationDevice-Vehicle).  
Constant: StartingAVehicle. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "starting a vehicle" "car ignition" "vehicle ignition" 
"ignition".   
 
;Creating a concept of vehicle’s ignition system. 
Constant: VehicleIgnitionSystem. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
comment: "The collection of parts that make up a vehicle's 
VehicleIgnitionSystem.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem ). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle 
VehicleIgnitionSystem). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSystem). 
In Mt: (ContextOfPCWFn Wikipedia-WebSite). 
f: (wikipediaArticleName-Canonical VehicleIgnitionSystem 
"Ignition_system"). 
f: (rewriteOf StartingAVehicle (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
VehicleIgnitionSystem)). 
 
;Adding nameString for (MalfunctionOfTypeFn StartingAVehicle) and creating 
;a constant that corresponds to it. 
Constant: VehicleIgnitionMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn StartingAVehicle). 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn StartingAVehicle) "car ignition 
malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn StartingAVehicle) "ignition 
malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a collection of all indicator lights that can be found 
;in a vehicle. 
Constant: VehicleIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart IndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all indicator lights that can be found in a 
vehicle.". 
f:(genls TemperatureIndicatorLight VehicleIndicatorLight). 
f:(genls OilPressureIndicatorLight VehicleIndicatorLight). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "vehicle indicator lights" "indicator lights" "vehicle 
indicator light". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
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f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts RoadVehicle 
VehicleIndicatorLight). 
 
;Adding more specializations of Indicator lights 
Constant: BrakeIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all brake indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "brake indicator light" "brake warning". 
 
Constant: CheckEngineIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all check-engine indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "check engine indicator light" "check engine warning" "check 
engine light" "engine warning". 
 
Constant: OilLevelIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all oil level indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "oil level indicator light" "oil level warning" "oil level 
light". 
 
Constant: ChargingSystemIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all charging system indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "the charging system indicator light" "the charging system 
warning". 
 
Constant: MasterWarningIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all charging system indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "master warning indicator light" "master warning" "master 
warning light". 
 
Constant: AirBagIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all charging system indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "air bag indicator light" "air bag warning" "air bag symbol". 
 
Constant: SecurityIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
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comment: "The collection of all charging system indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "security indicator light" "security symbol". 
 
Constant: TransmissionTemperatureIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all charging system indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "transmission temperature indicator light" "transmission 
temperature warning". 
 
Constant: BrakeFluidIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all brake fluid indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "brake fluid indicator light" "low brake fluid warning" "brake 
fluid warning" "low brake fluid symbol".  
 
Constant: LowCoolantIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The collection of all low coolant indicator lights.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "low coolant indicator light" "low coolant warning" "coolant 
warning" "low coolant symbol".  
 
Constant: PrototypicalIndicatorLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: VehiclePart VehicleIndicatorLight. 
comment: "The prototypical indicator light.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "indicator light".  
 

;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (stateOfDevice (UniquePartFn (VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn 
;AMZSIssue346) TemperatureIndicatorLight) Device-On). 
 

;adding a formula that claims that every car has headlights as it’s 
;part 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts RoadVehicle AutomotiveLight). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (stateOfDevice (UniquePartFn (VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn 
;AMZSIssue346) AutomobileHeadLight) Device-On). 
 
;f: (malfunctionTypeAffects (MalfunctionOfTypeFn StartingAVehicle) 
;(UniquePartFn (VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn AMZSIssue346) 
;AutomobileHeadLight)). 
 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;ConsumerElectronicDevice Device-On). 
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;Creating a concept of events in which an engine turns over 
Constant: AutoEngineTurnOver. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: VehicleActivityType.  
genls: DeviceStartingARun ChangingDeviceState SystemCondition. 
comment: "Each instance of AutoEngineTurnOver is an event in which an 
engine turns over. It also includes events in which the engine turns over 
but the car does not start.  
A specialization of DeviceStartingARun -- the collection of events in which 
an instance of TransportationDevice-Vehicle is started, generally in order 
to get in normal operating mode. This may entail the instance of 
TransportationDevice-Vehicle's stateOfDevice being changed from Device-Off 
to Device-On, but not necessarily.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutoEngineTurnOver VehicleIgnitionMalfunction). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutoEngineTurnOver AutoEngine). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutoEngineTurnOver AutoEngine 
objectActedOn). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (isa AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 AutoEngineTurnsOver). 
 
;Updating PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine  
Constant: PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
 
;Creating a concept of a malfunction where car engine wouldn’t 
;turn over 
Constant: EngineDoesntTurnOver. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn AutoEngineTurnOver). 
isa: DeviceTypeByState. 
genls: PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine VehicleIgnitionMalfunction. 
comment: "Each instance of EngineDoesntTurnOver is an event in which an 
engine won't turn over despite the fact that e.g. in a car, ignition key is 
turned." . 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction EngineDoesntTurnOver VehicleIgnitionMalfunction). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn EngineDoesntTurnOver AutoEngine). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType EngineDoesntTurnOver AutoEngine 
objectActedOn). 
 

9.2.2.8.2 Engine 
 
;Adding name strings for (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn  
;AutoEngine)) and (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine), where AutoEngine is an  
;already existing concept in Cyc. 
Constant: EngineRunning. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine)) "car 
engine malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine)) 
"engine malfunction"). 
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f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine)) "auto 
engine malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine) "car engine running"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine) "car engine operating"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine) "auto engine running"). 
 

;Creating a collection of all events in which the performance of an 
;AutoEngine is noticeably degraded. 
Constant: PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection.  
genls: ChangingDeviceState VehicleActivity. 
comment: "A specialization of VehicleActivity. This is a collection of all 
events in which the performance of an AutoEngine is noticeably degraded.". 
f: (rewriteOf PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine (MalfunctionOfTypeFn 
(DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoEngine))). 
objectActedOn-TypeType: AutoEngine. 
 
;Creating a collection of all events in which an AutoEngine is losing 
;power. 
Constant: AutoEngineLosingPower. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: VehicleActivityType.  
genls: PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
comment: "Each instance of EngineLoosingPower is an event in which an 
AutoEngine is losing power. EngineLoosingPower does not include events in 
which an engine is shut down intentionally.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutoEngineLosingPower AutoEngine). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutoEngineLosingPower AutoEngine 
objectActedOn). 
 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;f: (malfunctionTypeAffectsSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction448 
AutoEngine  ;AutoEngineLosingPower). 
 
;Creating a collection of all events in which an AutoEngine stalls  
;while the vehicle is in a driving mode. 
Constant: AutoEngineStalls. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: VehicleActivityType.  
genls: PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
comment: "Each instance of EngineLoosingPower is an event in which an 
AutoEngine stalls. AutoEngineStalls does not include events in which an 
engine is shut down intentionally.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutoEngineStalls AutoEngine). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutoEngineStalls AutoEngine 
objectActedOn). 
 
;Creating a collection of all events in which an AutoEngine is 
;overheating 
Constant: AutoEngineOverheating. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: VehicleActivityType.  
genls: PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
comment: "Each instance of AutoEngineOverheating is an event in which an 
AutoEngine is overheating.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
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f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutoEngineOverheating AutoEngine). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutoEngineOverheating AutoEngine 
objectActedOn). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "auto engine overheating" "engine overheating". 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (isa AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 AutoEngineOverheating). 
 
;Creating a collection of all events in which an AutoEngine is 
;overheated 
Constant: AutoEngineOverheated. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: VehicleActivityType DeviceTypeByState.  
comment: "Each instance of AutoEngineOverheated is an event in which an 
AutoEngine is overheated.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutoEngineOverheated AutoEngine).;A 
rule saying that if there is an event in which an engine gets overheated 
;then that engine’s stateOfDevice is Device-Overheated. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
(and 
    (isa ?EVENT AutoEngineOverheated ) 
    (objectActedOn ?EVENT ?ENG) 

(isa ?ENG AutoEngine)) 
(stateOfDevice ?ENG Device-Overheated)). 
 

;Creating concepts of white and of black smoke 
Constant: Smoke-White. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
genls: TemporallyExistingThing CloudlikeObject GaseousTangibleThing. 
comment: "Smoke of white color.". 
 

Constant: Smoke-Black. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
genls: TemporallyExistingThing CloudlikeObject GaseousTangibleThing. 
comment: "Smoke of black color.". 
 
;These formulas state that black or white smoke coming out of car engine 
;are symptoms of car engine losing power malfunction or engine that 
;stalls malfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Smoke-White AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
AutoEngineLosingPower). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Smoke-Black AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
AutoEngineLosingPower). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Smoke-White AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
AutoEngineStalls). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Smoke-Black AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
AutoEngineStalls). 
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;Adding name string for smoke coming out of engine 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f:(nameString (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn 
Smoke-White AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) "white 
smoke coming from engine"). 
f:(nameString (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn 
Smoke-White AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) "white 
smoke leaking from engine"). 
 

;Telling that engine producing white or black smoke is a malfunction 
f: (genls (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Smoke-Black AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
Malfunction). 
f: (genls (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Smoke-White AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
Malfunction). 
 

;Creating a predicate that creates a situation, a device and it’s 
;malfunction 
Constant: malfunctionTypeAffectsSit. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalEvent. 
arg2Genl: PhysicalDevice. 
arg3Genl: Malfunction. 
comment: "(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit SIT OBJ-TYPE MALF-TYPE) means that in 
situation SIT an object of type OBJ-TYPE is affected or being acted on by 
malfunction of type MALF-TYPE.".  
 
;Lexification for malfunctionTypeAffectsSit 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Affect-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2))). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction448 AutoEngine 
;(LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
;Smoke-Black AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem))). 
 
;Creating concept of noise and it’s specialization, unusual noise 
Constant: Noise. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
genls: TemporallyExistingThing Sound. 
comment: "Collection of all different kinds of noise one can hear. It also 
includes the noise of children playing or a noise of a malfunctioning 
engine.". 
 
Constant: Noise-Unusual. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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isa: TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
genls: Noise. 
comment: "Collection of all types of noise that are different as they 
should be or are expected to be. Includes noise of a malfunctioning 
engine.". 
;Telling that unusual noise is a type of malfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (genls (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Noise-Unusual AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
Malfunction). 
 

;formulas that state that unusual noise produced by car engine is 
;a symptom of engine losing power malfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Noise-Unusual AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
AutoEngineLosingPower). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Noise-Unusual AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
AutoEngineStalls). 
 

;Adding a resultGenls to existing function DeviceTypeRunningFn 
;so that it can be used in symptomOfMalfunction predicate. 
Constant: DeviceTypeRunningFn. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
resultGenl: SystemCondition. 
 
;A formula saying that oil pressure warning, “check engine” warning and low 
;coolant warning are symptoms of malfunction 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction (DeviceTypeRunningFn OilLevelIndicatorLight) 
AutoEngineStalls). 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction (DeviceTypeRunningFn CheckEngineIndicatorLight) 
AutoEngineStalls). 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction (DeviceTypeRunningFn OilLevelIndicatorLight) 
AutoEngineLosingPower). 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction (DeviceTypeRunningFn CheckEngineIndicatorLight) 
AutoEngineLosingPower). 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction (DeviceTypeRunningFn OilLevelIndicatorLight) 
AutoEngineOverheating). 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction (DeviceTypeRunningFn LowCoolantIndicatorLight) 
AutoEngineOverheating). 
 
;Creating a concept of a coolant tank 
Constant: CoolantTank. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle CoolantTank). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle CoolantTank 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle CoolantTank). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle CoolantTank). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle CoolantTank 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle CoolantTank 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle CoolantTank). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle CoolantTank). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle CoolantTank). 
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;Creating a function that takes instances of PartiallyTangible and Fullness 
;as arguments and returns a specialization of System Condition. 
Constant: FullnessFn. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ReifiableFunction. 
arity: 2. 
resultGenl: SystemCondition. 
resultIsa: FirstOrderCollection. 
arg1Genl: PartiallyTangible. 
arg2Isa: Fullness. 
comment: "A function that takes instances of PartiallyTangible and Fullness 
as arguments and returns a specialization of System Condition. For example, 
(FullnessFn CoolantTank Empty) refers to a condition of an empty coolant 
tank.". 
 
;also useful: (fullnessOfContainer Empty CoolantTank). 
;Creating a concept of an empty coolant tank which is an instance of 
;DeviceTypeByState and a specialization of RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
Constant: CoolantTank-Empty. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState. 
comment: "A state of an coolant tank.". 
f:(rewriteOf CoolantTank-Empty (FullnessFn CoolantTank Empty)). 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn CoolantTank-Empty CoolantTank). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType CoolantTank-Empty 
CoolantTank  objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn CoolantTank-Empty AutoEngine). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType CoolantTank-Empty AutoEngine 
objectActedOn).f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Smoke-White AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) 
CoolantTank-Empty). 
 
;only applicable for instances of CoolantTank  
;f:(stateOfDevice CoolantTank CoolantTank-Empty). 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 CoolantTank 
CoolantTank-Empty). 
 
;these formulas are saying that low-coolant warning and an overheating 
;engine are both symptoms of an empty coolant. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction (DeviceTypeRunningFn LowCoolantIndicatorLight) 
CoolantTank-Empty). 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction AutoEngineOverheating CoolantTank-Empty).  
 
;Creating a concept of an engine belt 
Constant: EngineBelt. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle EngineBelt). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle EngineBelt 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle EngineBelt). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle EngineBelt). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle EngineBelt 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle EngineBelt 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle EngineBelt). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle EngineBelt). 
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f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle EngineBelt). 
 

;Adding a concept of EngineBeltMalfunction 
Constant: EngineBeltMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: VehicleActivityType.  
genls: PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
comment: "Each instance of EngineBeltMalfunction is an event in which an 
EngineBelt is malfunctioning.". 
f: (rewriteOf EngineBeltMalfunction (MalfunctionOfTypeFn 
(DeviceTypeRunningFn EngineBelt))). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn EngineBelt)) 
"engine belt malfunction"). 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn EngineBeltMalfunction EngineBelt). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType EngineBeltMalfunction EngineBelt 
objectActedOn). 
 

;A rule stating that if an event (malfunction) affects an object that  
;is a part of a whole then the event also affects the whole. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (implies 
(and 

(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ) 
(partTypes ?WHOLE ?OBJ)) 

(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?WHOLE)). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (implies 
(and 

(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ) 
(relationAllExists parts ?WHOLE ?OBJ)) 

(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?WHOLE)). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (implies 
(and 

(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ) 
(relationAllExists physicalParts ?WHOLE ?OBJ)) 

(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?WHOLE)). 
 
 

9.2.2.8.3 Power transmission 
;Creating a concept of vehicle’s transmission system. 
Constant: VehicleTransmissionSystem. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory . 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
comment: "The collection of parts that make up a vehicle's 
VehicleTransmissionSystem.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Vehicle transmission system" "Transmission system". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle VehicleTransmissionSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
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f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle VehicleTransmissionSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle 
VehicleTransmissionSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle 
VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
In Mt: (ContextOfPCWFn Wikipedia-WebSite). 
f: (wikipediaArticleName-Canonical VehicleTransmissionSystem 
"Transmission_(mechanics)").  
 
;Adding some statements to the already existing concept of GearShifting. 
Constant: GearShifting. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: ChangingDeviceState. 
isa: VehicleActivityType. 
objectActedOn-TypeType: VehicleTransmissionSystem. 
f:((QuantifiedVersionOfBinaryPredicateFn relationAllExists objectActedOn) 
GearShifting VehicleTransmissionSystem).  
;Adding name strings for (MalfunctionOfTypeFn GearShifting) and 
;GearShifting, which is an already existing concept in Cyc. 
Constant: VehicleTransmissionMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn GearShifting). 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn VehicleTransmissionMalfunction 
VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType VehicleTransmissionMalfunction 
VehicleTransmissionSystem objectActedOn). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn GearShifting) "transmission 
malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn GearShifting) "gear shifting 
malfunction"). 
f: (nameString GearShifting "gear shifting"). 
f: (nameString GearShifting "shifting gears"). 
f: (nameString GearShifting "shifting"). 
 

;Creating a concept of a gearbox which is a part of a RoadVehicle and is 
;affected when performing GearShifting. 
Constant: Gearbox. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem 
Gearbox). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem Gearbox). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GearShifting Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GearShifting Gearbox objectActedOn). 
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;Creating a predicate that is really similar to an existing one -  
;stateOfDeviceInSituation with the difference that arg2Genl is 
;a specialization of PhysicalDevice. 
Constant: stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TernaryPredicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: PhysicalDevice. 
arg3Isa: DeviceTypeByState. 
singleEntryFormatInArgs: 3. 
comment: "(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation SIT DEV STATE) means that during 
the Situation SIT the type of PhysicalDevice DEV is in the 
DeviceTypeByState STATE.". 
 
;Lexification for stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "the") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Be-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Constrained 
     (#$PhraseFn #$Adverb) :ARG3))). 
 
;Creating a concept of a gearbox malfunction. It is a specialization of  
;gear shifting malfunction and an instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: GearboxMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Gearbox)). 
genls: VehicleTransmissionMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GearboxMalfunction Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GearboxMalfunction Gearbox 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleTransmissionMalfunction 
GearboxMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString GearboxMalfunction  "Gearbox malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of a car stuck in gear. It is a specialization of  
;gear shifting malfunction and an instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: StuckInGear. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: GearboxMalfunction  SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when car gets stuck in gear.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn StuckInGear Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType StuckInGear Gearbox objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn StuckInGear Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType StuckInGear Gearbox objectActedOn). 
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In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction GearboxMalfunction StuckInGear). 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 Gearbox 
;StuckInGear). 
 
;Creating a concept of a car that won’t shift gears. It is a specialization 
;of gear shifting malfunction and an instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: DoesntShiftGears. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: GearboxMalfunction SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when car does not shift gears.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn DoesntShiftGears Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType DoesntShiftGears Gearbox 
objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn DoesntShiftGears Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType DoesntShiftGears Gearbox 
objectActedOn). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction GearboxMalfunction DoesntShiftGears). 
 
;Creating a concept of a car that has automatic transmission and won’t 
;shift gears. It is a specialization of gear shifting malfunction and an 
;instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: AutomaticDoesntShift. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: GearboxMalfunction SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when car does not shift gears.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomaticDoesntShift Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutomaticDoesntShift Gearbox 
objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomaticDoesntShift Gearbox). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutomaticDoesntShift Gearbox 
objectActedOn). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction GearboxMalfunction AutomaticDoesntShift). 
 

;A rule saying that if a malfunction ?MALF has a symptom ?SYMP 
;which is a specialization of ?SYMP2 than ?MALF also has a  
;symptom ?SYMP2. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (implies  
(and 

(symptomOfMalfunction ?SYMP ?MALF) 
(genls ?SYMP ?SYMP2) 
(genls ?SYMP2 RoadVehicleMalfunction)) 

(symptomOfMalfunction ?SYMP2 ?MALF)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a malfunction ?MALF has a symptom ?SYMP 
;and if that malfunction is a specification of vehicle malfunction 
;than ?MALF’s symptom is RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (implies  
(and 
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(symptomOfMalfunction ?SYMP ?MALF) 
(genls ?SYMP SystemCondition) 
(genls ?MALF RoadVehicleMalfunction)) 

(symptomOfMalfunction RoadVehicleMalfunction ?MALF)). 
 

;Creating a concept of a clutch which is a part of a RoadVehicle and is 
;affected when performing GearShifting. 
Constant: Clutch. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem 
Clutch). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem Clutch). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GearShifting Clutch). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GearShifting Clutch objectActedOn). 
f: (nameString Clutch "Clutch"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a clutch malfunction. It is a specialization of  
;gear shifting malfunction and an instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: ClutchMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Clutch)). 
genls: VehicleTransmissionMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn ClutchMalfunction Clutch). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType ClutchMalfunction Clutch 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleTransmissionMalfunction ClutchMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString ClutchMalfunction "Clutch malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of a clutch wire which is a part of a RoadVehicle and 
;is affected when performing GearShifting. 
Constant: ClutchWire. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart Clutch. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes Clutch ClutchWire). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount Clutch ClutchWire 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts Clutch ClutchWire). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts Clutch ClutchWire). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts Clutch ClutchWire 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts Clutch ClutchWire 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts Clutch ClutchWire). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts Clutch ClutchWire). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes Clutch ClutchWire). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GearShifting ClutchWire). 
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f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GearShifting ClutchWire 
objectActedOn). 
f: (nameString ClutchWire "Clutch wire"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a clutch wire malfunction. It is a specialization of  
;clutch malfunction and an instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: ClutchWireMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ClutchWire)). 
genls: ClutchMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn ClutchWireMalfunction ClutchWire). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType ClutchWireMalfunction ClutchWire 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction ClutchMalfunction ClutchWireMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString ClutchWireMalfunction "Clutch wire malfunction"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a clutch pedal that is stuck down. It is a 
;specialization of clutch malfunction and an instance of 
;DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: ClutchPedal-StuckDown. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: ClutchMalfunction SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when clutch pedal in a car is being stuck down.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn ClutchPedal-StuckDown Clutch). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType ClutchPedal-StuckDown Clutch 
objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn ClutchPedal-StuckDown Clutch). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType ClutchPedal-StuckDown Clutch 
objectActedOn). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction ClutchMalfunction ClutchPedal-StuckDown). 
 
;Creating a concept of a clutch pedal that is stuck down. It is a 
;specialization of clutch malfunction and an instance of 
;DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: ClutchPedal-Stiff. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: ClutchMalfunction SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when clutch pedal in a car is being stiff.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn ClutchPedal-Stiff Clutch). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType ClutchPedal-Stiff Clutch 
objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn ClutchPedal-Stiff Clutch). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType ClutchPedal-Stiff Clutch 
objectActedOn). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction ClutchMalfunction ClutchPedal-Stiff). 
 
;Creating a concept of a PTO (power take-off) shaft which is a part of a 
;RoadVehicle and is affected when performing GearShifting. 
Constant: PTOShaft. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart Shaft. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem 
PTOShaft). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem PTOShaft). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GearShifting PTOShaft). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GearShifting PTOShaft objectActedOn). 
f: (nameString PTOShaft "PTOShaft"). 
f: (nameString PTOShaft "Cardan shaft"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a PTO shaft malfunction. It is a specialization of  
;gear shifting malfunction and an instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: PTOMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn PTOShaft)). 
genls: VehicleTransmissionMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn PTOMalfunction Clutch). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType PTOMalfunction Clutch objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleTransmissionMalfunction PTOMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString PTOMalfunction "PTO malfunction"). 
f: (nameString PTOMalfunction "PTO shaft malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of a gas pedal which is a part of a RoadVehicle. 
Constant: GasPedal. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart.  
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal ). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleTransmissionSystem 
GasPedal). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes VehicleTransmissionSystem GasPedal). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GearShifting GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GearShifting GasPedal objectActedOn). 
f: (nameString GasPedal "Gas pedal"). 
f: (nameString GasPedal "Gas"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a gas pedal malfunction. It is a specialization of  
;gear shifting malfunction. 
Constant: GasPedalMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn GasPedal)). 
genls: VehicleTransmissionMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GasPedalMalfunction GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GasPedalMalfunction GasPedal 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleTransmissionMalfunction 
GasPedalMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString GasPedalMalfunction "Gas pedal malfunction"). 
f: (nameString GasPedalMalfunction "Gas malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of a gas pedal that is pushed but the car wouldn’t 
;accelerate. It is a specialization of gas pedal malfunction and an 
;instance of DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: GasPedal-DoesntAccelerate. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: GasPedalMalfunction SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when gas pedal in a car is being pushed but the car would 
not accelerate.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GasPedal-DoesntAccelerate GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GasPedal-DoesntAccelerate GasPedal 
objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GasPedal-DoesntAccelerate GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GasPedal-DoesntAccelerate GasPedal 
objectActedOn). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction GasPedalMalfunction GasPedal-DoesntAccelerate). 
 
;Creating a concept of a gas pedal that is stuck down. It is a 
;specialization of gas pedal malfunction and an instance of 
;DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: GasPedal-StuckDown. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: GasPedalMalfunction SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when gas pedal in a car is being stuck down.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GasPedal-StuckDown GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GasPedal-StuckDown GasPedal 
objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GasPedal-StuckDown GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GasPedal-StuckDown GasPedal 
objectActedOn). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction GasPedalMalfunction GasPedal-StuckDown). 
 
;Creating a concept of a gas pedal that doesn’t respond. It is a 
;specialization of gas pedal malfunction and an instance of 
;DeviceTypeByState. 
Constant: GasPedal-DoesntRespond. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: GasPedalMalfunction SystemCondition. 
comment: "A state when gas pedal in a car does not respond.". 
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In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GasPedal-DoesntRespond GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GasPedal-DoesntRespond GasPedal 
objectActedOn). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn GasPedal-DoesntRespond GasPedal). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType GasPedal-DoesntRespond GasPedal 
objectActedOn). 
 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction GasPedalMalfunction GasPedal-DoesntRespond). 
 
 

9.2.2.8.4 Electricity 
;Creating a concept of vehicle’s electrical system. 
Constant: VehicleElectricalSystem. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
comment: "The collection of parts that make up a vehicle's 
VehicleElectricalSystem.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "vehicle electrical system" "electricity system". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle VehicleElectricalSystem). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle VehicleElectricalSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle VehicleElectricalSystem). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleElectricalSystem). 
f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileBattery). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle VehicleElectricalSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle 
VehicleElectricalSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle VehicleElectricalSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle 
VehicleElectricalSystem). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle VehicleElectricalSystem). 
 
;Adding name strings for (MalfunctionOfTypeFn GearShifting) and 
;GearShifting, which is an already existing concept in Cyc. 
Constant: VehicleElectricityMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
VehicleElectricalSystem)). 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
objectActedOn-TypeType: VehicleElectricalSystem. 
comment: "A vehicle malfunction that prevents the electrical system to 
operate as it should.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn VehicleElectricityMalfunction 
VehicleTransmissionSystem). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType VehicleElectricityMalfunction 
VehicleTransmissionSystem objectActedOn). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString VehicleElectricityMalfunction "car electricity 
malfunction"). 
f: (nameString VehicleElectricityMalfunction "electricity malfunction"). 
f: (nameString VehicleElectricityMalfunction "electricity system 
malfunction"). 
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f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn VehicleElectricalSystem) "car 
electrical system running"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn VehicleElectricalSystem) "electrical 
system running"). 
 
;Improving an existing concept of an alternator 
Constant: Alternator. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart.  
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
Alternator). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes VehicleElectricalSystem Alternator). 
f: (nameString Alternator "Alternator"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an alternator malfunction. It is a specialization of  
;vehicle electricity malfunction. 
Constant: AlternatorMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Alternator)). 
genls: VehicleElectricityMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AlternatorMalfunction Alternator). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AlternatorMalfunction Alternator 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleElectricityMalfunction 
AlternatorMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AlternatorMalfunction "alternator malfunction"). 
 

;Adding some details for malfunctions of battery-type  
Constant: BatteryMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomobileBattery)). 
genls: VehicleElectricityMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn BatteryMalfunction AutomobileBattery). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType BatteryMalfunction AutomobileBattery 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleElectricityMalfunction BatteryMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomobileBattery) "car battery 
running"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomobileBattery) "car battery 
operating"). 
f: (nameString BatteryMalfunction "car battery malfunction"). 
 
;Improving an existing concept of a fuse  
Constant: AutoFuse. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart.  
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In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem AutoFuse). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem AutoFuse). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem AutoFuse). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleElectricalSystem AutoFuse). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutoFuse). 
f: (nameString AutoFuse "Fuse"). 
f: (nameString AutoFuse "car fuse"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a blown fuse which is an instance of device type by 
;state. 
Constant: AutoFuse-Blown. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState. 
genls: AutoFuse. 
comment: "A collection of all car fuses that are blown.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
 
;Creating a concept of a fuse malfunction. It is a specialization of  
;vehicle electricity malfunction. 
Constant: AutoFuseMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoFuse)). 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: VehicleElectricityMalfunction. 
comment: "A malfunction that prevents car fuse to work properly.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutoFuseMalfunction AutoFuse). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutoFuseMalfunction AutoFuse 
objectActedOn).f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutoFuseMalfunction 
AutoFuse-Blown objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleElectricityMalfunction 
AutoFuseMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AutoFuseMalfunction "fuse malfunction"). 
f: (nameString AutoFuseMalfunction "Blown fuse"). 
 

;Creating a collection of all vehicles that are currently being driven in 
;the sense that the device is turned on and currently in use. It is the 
;opposite of a parked car. 
Constant: VehicleState-Drive. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType VehicleDeviceState. 
genls: RoadVehicle.  
comment: "A collection of all cars that are currently a being driven.". 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 Automobile 
;VehicleState-Drive). 
;f:(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 Automobile 
;VehicleState-Parked). 
 
;Creating a concept of a automobile light malfunction. 
Constant: AutomotiveLightMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomotiveLight)). 
genls: VehicleElectricityMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
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f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomotiveLightMalfunction 
AutomotiveLight). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutomotiveLightMalfunction 
AutomotiveLight objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleElectricityMalfunction 
AutomotiveLightMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomotiveLight) "car lights on"). 
f: (nameString AutomotiveLightMalfunction "car lights malfunction"). 
 
;Improving an existing concept of a car headlight  
Constant: AutomobileHeadLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart.  
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileHeadLight 2). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileHeadLight 2). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileHeadLight 2). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (nameString AutomobileHeadLight "headlight"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileHeadLight "car headlight"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an automobile headlight malfunction. 
Constant: HeadlightMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomobileHeadLight)). 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: AutomotiveLightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when a headlight is not working or is working 
improperly.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn HeadlightMalfunction 
AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType HeadlightMalfunction 
AutomobileHeadLight objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomotiveLightMalfunction HeadlightMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString HeadlightMalfunction "headlight malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of automobile light wires. 
Constant: AutomobileLightWires. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart.  
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileLightWires). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileLightWires). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileLightWires). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileLightWires). 
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f: (nameString AutomobileLightWires "light wires"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileLightWires "car light wires"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an automobile headlight malfunction. 
Constant: LightWiresMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: AutomotiveLightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when car light wires are working improperly or causing 
problems. E.g. A short in the wiring, or a loose wiring connection around 
headlights, can cause them to flicker.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn LightWiresMalfunction AutomotiveLight). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType LightWiresMalfunction AutomotiveLight 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomotiveLightMalfunction LightWiresMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString LightWiresMalfunction "light wires malfunction"). 
f: (nameString LightWiresMalfunction "wires malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of an automobile headlight that flickers. 
Constant: AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: HeadlightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when car headlights are flickering.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker 
AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker 
AutomobileHeadLight objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction HeadlightMalfunction AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker BatteryMalfunction). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker 
LightWiresMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker "headlights flickering"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileHeadLight-Flicker "flickering headlights"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an automobile headlight that is burned out. 
Constant: AutomobileHeadLight-BurnedOut. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: HeadlightMalfunction. 
comment: "A malfunction of a car headlight that has has burned-out.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomobileHeadLight-BurnedOut 
AutomobileHeadLight). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutomobileHeadLight-BurnedOut 
AutomobileHeadLight objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction HeadlightMalfunction AutomobileHeadLight-
BurnedOut). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction HeadlightMalfunction AutomobileHeadLight-
BurnedOut). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AutomobileHeadLight-BurnedOut "headlight burned out"). 
 

;Creating a concept of car tail light  
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Constant: AutomobileTailLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart.  
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileTailLight). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileTailLight 2). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileTailLight). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileTailLight). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileTailLight 2). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileTailLight 2). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileTailLight). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileTailLight). 
f: (nameString AutomobileTailLight "tail light"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileTailLight "car tail light"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an automobile tail light malfunction. 
Constant: TailLightMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomobileTailLight)). 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: AutomotiveLightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when a tail light is not working or is working 
improperly.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn TailLightMalfunction 
AutomobileTailLight). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType TailLightMalfunction 
AutomobileTailLight objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomotiveLightMalfunction TailLightMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString TailLightMalfunction "tail light malfunction"). 
 
;Creating a concept of low beam lights 
Constant: HeadLight-LowBeam. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: AutomobileHeadLight.  
f: (nameString HeadLight-LowBeam "low beam"). 
 

;Creating a concept of low-beam lights malfunction. 
Constant: LowBeamMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn HeadLight-LowBeam)). 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: HeadlightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when a low beam headlight is not working or is working 
improperly.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn LowBeamMalfunction HeadLight-LowBeam). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType LowBeamMalfunction HeadLight-LowBeam 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction HeadlightMalfunction LowBeamMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString LowBeamMalfunction "low beam malfunction"). 
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;Creating a concept of high beam lights 
Constant: HeadLight-HighBeam. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: AutomobileHeadLight.  
f: (nameString HeadLight-HighBeam "low beam"). 
 
;Creating a concept of high-beam lights malfunction. 
Constant: HighBeamMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn HeadLight-HighBeam)). 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: HeadlightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when a high beam headlight is not working or is working 
improperly.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn HighBeamMalfunction HeadLight-
HighBeam). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType HighBeamMalfunction HeadLight-HighBeam 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction HeadlightMalfunction HighBeamMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString HighBeamMalfunction "high beam malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of car brake light  
Constant: AutomobileBrakeLight. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart AutomotiveLight.  
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileBrakeLight). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileBrakeLight). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileBrakeLight). 
f: (nameString AutomobileBrakeLight "brake light"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileBrakeLight "car brake light"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an automobile brake light malfunction. 
Constant: BrakeLightMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutomobileBrakeLight)). 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: AutomotiveLightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when a brake light is not working or is working 
improperly.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn BrakeLightMalfunction 
AutomobileBrakeLight). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType BrakeLightMalfunction 
AutomobileBrakeLight objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomotiveLightMalfunction BrakeLightMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString BrakeLightMalfunction "brake light malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of car turn signals 
Constant: AutomobileTurnSignals. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart AutomotiveLight.  
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
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f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileTurnSignals). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem AutomobileTurnSignals). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
AutomobileTurnSignals). 
f: (nameString AutomobileTurnSignals "turn signals"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileTurnSignals "car turn signals"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an automobile turn signals malfunction. 
Constant: TurnSignalsMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutomobileTurnSignals)). 
isa: FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: AutomotiveLightMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when turn signals are not working or are working 
improperly.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn TurnSignalsMalfunction 
AutomobileTurnSignals). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType TurnSignalsMalfunction 
AutomobileTurnSignals objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomotiveLightMalfunction 
TurnSignalsMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString TurnSignalsMalfunction  "turn signals malfunction"). 
 

;Improving a concept of a windshield wiper. 
Constant: RegularWindshieldWiper. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem RegularWindshieldWiper). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
RegularWindshieldWiper). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
RegularWindshieldWiper). 
f: (nameString RegularWindshieldWiper "windshield wiper"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a windshield wiper malfunction. 
Constant: WindshieldWiperMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
RegularWindshieldWiper)). 
genls: VehicleElectricityMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn WindshieldWiperMalfunction 
RegularWindshieldWiper). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType WindshieldWiperMalfunction 
RegularWindshieldWiper objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction VehicleElectricityMalfunction 
WindshieldWiperMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString WindshieldWiperMalfunction "windshield wiper malfunction"). 
f: (nameString WindshieldWiperMalfunction "wipers malfunction"). 
 
;Creating a concept of windshield wiper motor 
Constant: WindshieldWiperMotor. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
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genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice RegularWindshieldWiper. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes VehicleElectricalSystem WindshieldWiperMotor). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount VehicleElectricalSystem WindshieldWiperMotor 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts VehicleElectricalSystem WindshieldWiperMotor). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
WindshieldWiperMotor). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
WindshieldWiperMotor 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
WindshieldWiperMotor 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts VehicleElectricalSystem 
WindshieldWiperMotor). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts VehicleElectricalSystem 
WindshieldWiperMotor). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes VehicleElectricalSystem WindshieldWiperMotor). 
f: (nameString WindshieldWiperMotor "Windshield wiper motor"). 
 

;Creating a concept of a windshield wiper motor malfunction. 
Constant: WindshieldWiperMotorMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
WindshieldWiperMotor)). 
genls: WindshieldWiperMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn WindshieldWiperMotorMalfunction 
WindshieldWiperMotor). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType WindshieldWiperMotorMalfunction 
WindshieldWiperMotor objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction WindshieldWiperMalfunction 
WindshieldWiperMotorMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString WindshieldWiperMotorMalfunction "windshield wiper motor 
malfunction"). 
f: (nameString WindshieldWiperMotorMalfunction "wiper motor malfunction"). 
 
;Improving an existing constant of Automobile window. 
Constant: AutomobileWindow. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle AutomobileWindow). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle AutomobileWindow). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle AutomobileWindow). 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindow "Car windows"). 
 
;Creating a concept of an automobile window malfunction. 
Constant: AutomobileWindowMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction Malfunction. 
comment: "Collection of all car window malfunctions including smashed 
windows or an electric car window that wouldn't close.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomobileWindowMalfunction 
AutomobileWindow). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutomobileWindowMalfunction 
AutomobileWindow objectActedOn). 
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In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindowMalfunction "automobile window 
malfunction"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindowMalfunction "car window malfunction"). 
 
;Creating a concept of car side windows. 
Constant: SideWindow. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart AutomobileWindow. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle SideWindow). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle SideWindow). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle SideWindow). 
f: (nameString SideWindow "Car side windows"). 
f: (nameString SideWindow "side windows"). 
 
;Improving concept of Windshield. 
Constant: Windshield. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle Windshield). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle Windshield). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle Windshield). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle Windshield 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle Windshield 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle Windshield 1). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString Windshield "Car windshield"). 
f: (nameString Windshield "Windshield"). 
 
;Improving concept of Rear window with defroster. 
Constant: RearWindowWithDefroster. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle RearWindowWithDefroster). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle RearWindowWithDefroster). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle RearWindowWithDefroster). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle RearWindowWithDefroster 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle RearWindowWithDefroster 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle 
RearWindowWithDefroster 1). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString RearWindowWithDefroster "Rear window"). 
f: (nameString RearWindowWithDefroster "rear window with defroster"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a broken automobile window. 
Constant: AutomobileWindow-Broken. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection DeviceTypeByState. 
comment: "Collection of all broken car windows.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindow-Broken "broken car window"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindow-Broken "broken window"). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 SideWindow 
;AutomobileWindow-Broken). 
 

;Creating a concept of a car window that won’t close. 
Constant: AutomobileWindow-WontClose. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection DeviceTypeByState. 
genls: AutomobileWindow. 
comment: "Collection of all automatic car windows that would not go up and 
close.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindow-WontClose "car window that won\’t close"). 
 

;Creating a concept of a car window that won’t close. 
Constant: AutomaticCarWindowMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
f: (rewriteOf AutomobileWindow-WontClose (MalfunctionOfTypeFn 
(DeviceTypeRunningFn AutomaticCarWindow))). 
genls: AutomobileWindowMalfunction VehicleElectricityMalfunction. 
comment: "Malfunction of an automatic car window that would not go up and 
close.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomaticCarWindowMalfunction 
AutomaticCarWindow). 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn AutomaticCarWindowMalfunction 
AutomaticCarWindow). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType AutomaticCarWindowMalfunction 
AutomobileWindow-WontClose objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction AutomobileWindowMalfunction 
AutomaticCarWindowMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindow-WontClose "car window won\’t close"). 
f: (nameString AutomobileWindow-WontClose "won\’t close"). 
 

;Creating a concept of driver’s side car window. 
Constant: Window-DriversSide. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart AutomaticCarWindow. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle Window-DriversSide). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle Window-DriversSide). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle Window-DriversSide). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle Window-DriversSide 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle Window-DriversSide 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle Window-DriversSide 1). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString Window-DriversSide "drivers side window"). 
 
;Creating a concept of passenger side car window. 
Constant: Window-PassengerSide. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart AutomaticCarWindow. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle Window-PassengerSide). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle Window-PassengerSide). 
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f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle Window-PassengerSide). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle Window-PassengerSide 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle Window-PassengerSide 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle Window-PassengerSide 
1). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString Window-PassengerSide "Rear window"). 
 
;Creating a concept of second row car windows. 
Constant: Window-SecondRow. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: PartiallyTangible MechanicalDevice VehiclePart AutomaticCarWindow. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle Window-SecondRow). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle Window-SecondRow). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle Window-SecondRow). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString Window-SecondRow "Second row windows"). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;Window-DriversSide AutomobileWindow-WontClose). 
 

9.2.2.8.5 Chassis 
;Upgrading the existing Chassis-VehiclePart concept 
Constant: Chassis-VehiclePart. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Chassis". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle Chassis-VehiclePart). 
 
;Addind a concept of chassis malfunction 
Constant: ChassisMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Chassis-VehiclePart)). 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Chassis-
VehiclePart)) "car chassis malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Chassis-
VehiclePart)) "chassis malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn Chassis-VehiclePart) "car chassis 
operating"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn Chassis-VehiclePart) "chassis 
operating"). 
 
;Adding details to automobile steering system. 
Constant: AutomobileSteeringSystem. 
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In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice Chassis-VehiclePart. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Steering system". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle AutomobileSteeringSystem). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle AutomobileSteeringSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle AutomobileSteeringSystem). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle AutomobileSteeringSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle AutomobileSteeringSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle 
AutomobileSteeringSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle AutomobileSteeringSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle 
AutomobileSteeringSystem). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle AutomobileSteeringSystem). 
 
;Creating steering system malfunction 
Constant: SteeringSystemMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutomobileSteeringSystem)). 
genls: ChassisMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn SteeringSystemMalfunction 
AutomobileSteeringSystem). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType SteeringSystemMalfunction 
AutomobileSteeringSystem objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction ChassisMalfunction SteeringSystemMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutomobileSteeringSystem)) "steering system malfunction"). 
 

;Adding details to automobile steering wheel. 
Constant: SteeringWheel. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: AutomobileSteeringSystem. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Steering wheel". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes AutomobileSteeringSystem SteeringWheel). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount AutomobileSteeringSystem SteeringWheel 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts AutomobileSteeringSystem SteeringWheel). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts AutomobileSteeringSystem 
SteeringWheel). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts AutomobileSteeringSystem SteeringWheel 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts AutomobileSteeringSystem 
SteeringWheel 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts AutomobileSteeringSystem SteeringWheel). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts AutomobileSteeringSystem 
SteeringWheel). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes AutomobileSteeringSystem SteeringWheel). 
 

;Creating steering wheel malfunction 
Constant: SteeringWheelMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (SteeringFn RoadVehicle)). 
genls: SteeringSystemMalfunction. 
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In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn SteeringWheelMalfunction 
SteeringWheel). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType SteeringWheelMalfunction SteeringWheel 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction SteeringSystemMalfunction SteeringWheelMalfunction 
). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (SteeringFn RoadVehicle)) "steering 
wheel malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (SteeringFn RoadVehicle)) "stiff 
steering wheel"). 
 

;Adding a concept of CV joint 
Constant: CVJoint. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: VehiclePart MechanicalDevice PartiallyTangible 
AutomobileSteeringSystem VehicleTransmissionSystem. 
rewriteOf: (JointTypeBetweenFn Tire PTOShaft). 
f: (partTypes AutomobileSteeringSystem CVJoint). 
f: (relationAllExists parts AutomobileSteeringSystem CVJoint). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts AutomobileSteeringSystem CVJoint). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString CVJoint "CV joint"). 
f: (nameString CVJoint "constant velocity joint"). 
 

;Creating a concept of CV joint malfunction 
Constant: CVJointMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: SteeringSystemMalfunction. 
comment: "Collection of all malfunctions that affect CV joints.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn CVJointMalfunction CVJoint). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType CVJointMalfunction CVJoint 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction SteeringSystemMalfunction CVJointMalfunction ). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString CVJointMalfunction "CV joint malfunction"). 
 

;Adding a concept of track rod end (končnik) 
Constant: TrackRodEnd. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: VehiclePart MechanicalDevice PartiallyTangible 
AutomobileSteeringSystem. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes AutomobileSteeringSystem TrackRodEnd). 
f: (relationAllExists parts AutomobileSteeringSystem TrackRodEnd). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts AutomobileSteeringSystem TrackRodEnd). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString TrackRodEnd "track rod end"). 
f: (nameString TrackRodEnd "tie rod end"). 
 
;Adding a concept of track rod end (končnik) 
Constant: TrackRodEndMalfunction. 
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In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: SteeringSystemMalfunction. 
comment: "Collection of all track rod end malfunctions.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn TrackRodEndMalfunction TrackRodEnd). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType TrackRodEndMalfunction TrackRodEnd 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction SteeringSystemMalfunction TrackRodEndMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString TrackRodEndMalfunction "track rod end malfunction"). 
 

;Improving concept of Automobile suspension system 
Constant: AutomobileSuspensionSystem. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice Chassis-VehiclePart. 
 
;Creating steering system malfunction 
Constant: SuspensionSystemMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutomobileSuspensionSystem)). 
genls: ChassisMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn SuspensionSystemMalfunction 
AutomobileSuspensionSystem). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType SuspensionSystemMalfunction 
AutomobileSuspensionSystem objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction ChassisMalfunction SuspensionSystemMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutomobileSuspensionSystem)) "suspension system malfunction"). 
 

;Improving concept of shock absorber 
Constant: ShockAbsorber. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: MechanicalDevice AutomobileSuspensionSystem. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes AutomobileSuspensionSystem ShockAbsorber). 
f: (relationAllExists parts AutomobileSuspensionSystem ShockAbsorber). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts AutomobileSuspensionSystem 
ShockAbsorber). 
 
;Creating shock absorber malfunction 
Constant: ShockAbsorberMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ShockAbsorber)). 
genls: SuspensionSystemMalfunction.  
comment: "Collection of all shock absorber malfunctions.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn ShockAbsorberMalfunction 
ShockAbsorber). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType ShockAbsorberMalfunction ShockAbsorber 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction SuspensionSystemMalfunction 
ShockAbsorberMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString ShockAbsorberMalfunction "shock absorber malfunction"). 
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;Improving concept of car spring 
Constant: AutomobileSpring. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: MechanicalDevice AutomobileSuspensionSystem. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes AutomobileSuspensionSystem AutomobileSpring). 
f: (relationAllExists parts AutomobileSuspensionSystem AutomobileSpring). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts AutomobileSuspensionSystem 
AutomobileSpring). 
 
;Creating shock absorber malfunction 
Constant: SpringMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: SuspensionSystemMalfunction. 
comment: "Collection of all car spring malfunctions.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn SpringMalfunction AutomobileSpring). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType SpringMalfunction AutomobileSpring 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction SuspensionSystemMalfunction SpringMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString SpringMalfunction "spring malfunction"). 
 

;Adding details to automobile steering system. 
Constant: VehicleBrakeSystem. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice Chassis-VehiclePart. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Brake system". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle VehicleBrakeSystem). 
 
;Creating brake system malfunction 
Constant: BrakeSystemMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn VehicleBrakeSystem)). 
genls: ChassisMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn BrakeSystemMalfunction 
VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType BrakeSystemMalfunction 
VehicleBrakeSystem objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction ChassisMalfunction BrakeSystemMalfunction ). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString BrakeSystemMalfunction "Brake system malfunction"). 
 
;Creating concept of brake failure 
Constant: VehicleBrakeFailure. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: BrakeSystemMalfunction. 
comment: "Collection of all brake failures.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn VehicleBrakeFailure 
VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType VehicleBrakeFailure VehicleBrakeSystem 
objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction BrakeSystemMalfunction VehicleBrakeFailure). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString VehicleBrakeFailure "brake system failure"). 
 
;formulas that state that unusual noise produced by car brakes is 
;a symptom of car brakes malfunction. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn  
Noise-Unusual VehicleBrakeSystem (PositiveAmountFn 
LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)) VehicleBrakeFailure). 
 
;Creating concept of blocked brakes 
Constant: VehicleBrake-Blocked. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: BrakeSystemMalfunction. 
comment: "Collection of all blocked brakes.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn VehicleBrake-Blocked 
VehicleBrakeSystem). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType VehicleBrake-Blocked 
VehicleBrakeSystem objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction BrakeSystemMalfunction VehicleBrake-Blocked). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString VehicleBrake-Blocked "blocked brakes"). 
 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;VehicleBrakeSystem VehicleBrakeFailure). 
 
;Adding a concept of Brake disks 
Constant: BrakeDisk. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: VehiclePart MechanicalDevice PartiallyTangible DiskBrakeSystem. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes DiskBrakeSystem BrakeDisk). 
f: (relationAllExists parts DiskBrakeSystem BrakeDisk). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts DiskBrakeSystem BrakeDisk). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString BrakeDisk "the brake disk"). 
f: (nameString BrakeDisk "brake disks"). 
 

;Adding a concept of hydraulics  
Constant: VehicleHydraulics. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: VehiclePart MechanicalDevice PartiallyTangible Chassis-VehiclePart. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes Chassis-VehiclePart VehicleHydraulics). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString VehicleHydraulics "hydraulics"). 
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;Creating vehicle hydraulics malfunction 
Constant: HydraulicsMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn VehicleHydraulics)). 
genls: ChassisMalfunction. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn HydraulicsMalfunction 
VehicleHydraulics). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType HydraulicsMalfunction 
VehicleHydraulics objectActedOn). 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction ChassisMalfunction HydraulicsMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString HydraulicsMalfunction "hydraulics malfunction"). 
 

;Creating concept of a state when a car is really low to the ground 
;due to hydraulics malfunction 
Constant: Vehicle-Low. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: FirstOrderCollection DeviceTypeByState. 
genls: RoadVehicle. 
comment: "A collection of all cars that are pressed really low to the 
ground due to hydraulics malfunction or any other reason.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (nameString Vehicle-Low "car is low to the ground"). 
 
;Creating concept of a state when a car is really low to the ground 
;due to hydraulics malfunction 
Constant: Vehicle-LowMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised FirstOrderCollection. 
genls: HydraulicsMalfunction. 
comment: "A state when a car is pressed really low to the ground due to 
hydraulics malfunction or any other reason.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (symptomOfMalfunction HydraulicsMalfunction Vehicle-LowMalfunction). 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString Vehicle-Low "car is low to the ground"). 
 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 RoadVehicle  
;Vehicle-Low). 
 
 

9.2.2.8.6 Tires 
;Adding name strings for Tire 
Constant: Tire. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
preferredNameString: "Tire". 
nameString: "Tyres" "Tires" "Tyre".  
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn Tire) "tire operating").  
 
Constant: TireMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Tire)). 
comment: "Collection of all road vehicle malfunctions that are in any way 
connected to tires.". 
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f: (preferredNameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Tire)) 
"Tire malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Tire)) "Flat 
tire"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Tire)) "Tire 
puncture"). 
f: (objectActedOn-TypeType TireMalfunction Tire). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 Tire 
;FlatTire). 
 
;Adding a concept of perforated tire. 
Constant: PerforatedTire. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState ExistingObjectType. 
genls: Device-FunctionallyDefective Wheel-WheelTubeAndTireComposite. 
comment: "Collection of all tires that are dysfunctional due to 
perforation.". 
removalTypeOfType: (RemovalFn PerforatedTire). 
 

;Adding a concept of a perforated tire malfunction 
Constant: PerforatedTireMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: VehicleActivityType.  
genls: TireMalfunction. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn PerforatedTire)). 
comment: "Each instance of PerforatedTireMalfunction is an event in which a 
car tire is perforated.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (relationAllExists objectActedOn PerforatedTireMalfunction Tire). 
f: (someTypePlaysRoleInSituationType PerforatedTireMalfunction Tire 
objectActedOn). 
 
 

;Adding a concept of a situation where a tire is missing. 
Constant: VehicleMissingATire. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState. 
genls: RoadVehicle. 
comment: "Collection of all cars that are missing a tire for any reason, 
including the tire being stolen.". 
In Mt: GeneralEnglishMt. 
f: (#$compoundString #$Vehicle-TheWord  
 (#$TheList "missing" "a" "tire") #$CountNoun #$VehicleMissingATire). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 Automobile 
;VehicleMissingATire). 
;f: (isa AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 Stealing). 
;f: (itemsStolen AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 (UniquePartFn 
;(VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn AMZSIssue337) Tire)). 
 
;Defining a predicate that tells that an agent in situation SIT possesses 
an object of type TYPE. 
Constant: possessesTypeInSit. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
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arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: PartiallyTangible. 
comment: "(possessesTypeInSit SIT TYPE) tells that an agent in situation 
SIT possessess an object of type TYPE". 
 
;Lexification for possessesTypeInSit 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$possessesTypeInSit 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Be-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "in one's possession"))). 
 

;Defining a predicate that tells that in situation SIT items of type TYPE 
;are missing. 
Constant: itemsMissing. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: PartiallyTangible. 
comment: "(itemsMissing SIT TYPE) tells that in situation SIT items of type 
TYPE are missing.". 
 
;Lexification for itemsMissing 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$itemsMissing  
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
   (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord)  
   (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)  
   (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)  
   (#$PhraseFromStringFn "is missing"))). 
 
;Defining a predicate that tells that in situation SIT N items of type TYPE 
;are missing. 
Constant: numberOfItemsMissing. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TernaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: PartiallyTangible. 
arg3Isa: PositiveInteger. 
comment: "(numberOfItemsMissing SIT TYPE N) tells that in situation SIT N 
items of type TYPE are missing.". 
 
;Lexification for numberOfItemsMissing 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$numberOfItemsMissing 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "There are") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "missing") 
    (#$Pp-PNpFn #$In-TheWord 
     (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)))). 
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;Defining a predicate that tells how many objects of same type can be found 
;in a situation 
Constant: numberOfObjectsInSit. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TernaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: PartiallyTangible. 
arg3Isa: PositiveInteger. 
comment: "(numberOfObjectsInSit SIT OBJ-TYPE N) tells that an agent in 
situation SIT has N objects of type OBJ-TYPE.". 
 
;Lexification for numberOfObjectsInSit 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$numberOfObjectsInSit  
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
   (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$Numb-TheWord)  
   (#$Pp-PNpFn #$Of-TheWord  
     (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2))  
   (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord)  
   (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)  
   (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn  
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Be-TheWord  
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2)))  
   (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
 
 

;Creating a constant of wheel lock key which is used when replacing 
;tires. 
Constant: WheelLockKey. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: VehicleKey AutoPart. 
comment: "A collection of all wheel lock keys which are used when replacing 
a tire on a car.". 
 

Constant: unableToUnscrew. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: SolidTangibleThing. 
arg3Genl: SolidTangibleThing. 
comment: "(unableToUnscrew SIT TYPE1 TYPE2) tells that agent in situation 
SIT is unable to unscrew an object of type TYPE1 of another object of type 
TYPE2". 
 
;Lexification for unableToUnscrew 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$unableToUnscrew 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "one cannot unscrew") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "from") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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;f: (possessesTypeInSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction476  SpareTire). 
;f: (numberOfObjectsInSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction476 PerforatedTire 2). 
;f: (numberOfObjectsInSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction476 Tire 2). 
;f: (numberOfObjectsInSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction476 FlatTire 2). 
;f: (itemsMissing AMZSVehicleMalfunction476 WheelLockKey). 
;f: (unableToUnscrew AMZSVehicleMalfunction476 WheelLockKey Automobile). 
 
 

9.2.2.8.7 Fuel 
;Creating a concept of vehicle’s fuel system. 
Constant: VehicleFuelSystem. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
comment: "The collection of parts that make up a vehicle's 
VehicleFuelSystem.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem). 
f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts VehicleFuelSystem FuelPump-
VehiclePart). 
f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts VehicleFuelSystem FuelGauge). 
f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts VehicleFuelSystem FuelInjector). 
f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts VehicleFuelSystem FuelTank). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle VehicleFuelSystem). 
 

;Adding name strings for fuel system 
Constant: FuelSystemMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn VehicleFuelSystem)). 
genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn VehicleFuelSystem) "fuel 
system  operating").  
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
VehicleFuelSystem)) "fuel system malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
VehicleFuelSystem)) "vehicle fuel system malfunction"). 
 

;Creating concepts of several types of unleaded gasoline 
Constant: GasolineFuel-95. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
genls: GasolineFuel. 
comment: "95 RON (Research octane number) regular unleaded gasoline.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Euro 95" "Unleaded 95". 
 
Constant: GasolineFuel-98. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
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genls: GasolineFuel. 
comment: "98 RON (Research octane number) regular unleaded gasoline.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Euro 98" "Unleaded 98" "Super unleaded 98". 
 
Constant: GasolineFuel-100. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
genls: GasolineFuel. 
comment: "100 RON (Research octane number) regular unleaded gasoline.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Euro 100" "Unleaded 100". 
 
;Already existing constant DieselFuel.  
;PumpingGasolineInAnAutomobile  
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(itemsMissing AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 GasolineFuel-95). 
 
Constant: pumpingWrongFuel. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: GasolineFuel. 
arg3Genl: GasolineFuel. 
comment: "(pumpingWrongFuel SIT FUEL-DID FUEL-SHOULD) tells that an agent 
in situation SIT has filled the vehicle tank with FUEL-TYPE1 instead of 
FUEL-TYPE2.". 
 
;lexification for pumpingWrongFuel 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$pumpingWrongFuel 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$Fuel-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Be-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "pumped instead of fuel") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(pumpingWrongFuel AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 GasolineFuel-95 DieselFuel). 
 
;Creating concepts of frozen fuel  
Constant: DieselFuel-Frozen. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (SolidFn DieselFuel). 
comment: "A concept of frozen diesel fuel.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "frozen fuel" "frozen diesel fuel".  
 
;Creating a predicate that tells the state of matter in certain situation 
Constant: stateOfMatterInSit. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
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arg1Isa: PhysicalEvent. 
arg2Isa: TangibleStuffCompositionType. 
arg3Isa: MatterTypeByPhysicalState. 
comment: "(stateOfMatterInSit SIT MAT STATE) says that in situation SIT the 
matter of type MAT is in physical state STATE.". 
 
;Lexification 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate stateOfMatterInSit 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$HeadVerbForInitialSubjectFn #$Have-TheWord) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "physical state") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Constrained 
     (#$PhraseFn #$Adjective-Gradable) :ARG3) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "in situation") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1))). 
 

;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (stateOfMatterInSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 DieselFuel 
;DieselFuel-Frozen). 
 
Constant: ThePrototypicalDieselFuel. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DieselFuel. 
 
Constant: ThePrototypicalGasolineFuel-95. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa:  GasolineFuel-95. 
 
Constant: ThePrototypicalGasolineFuel-100. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa:  GasolineFuel-100. 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (isa AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 ContaminationEvent). 
;f: (objectContaminated 
AMZSVehicleMalfunction337  ThePrototypicalDieselFuel). 
 
 

9.2.2.8.8 Doorlock 
;Adding name strings for existing concept of AutoPowerDoorLock 
Constant: AutoPowerDoorLock. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f:(nameString AutoPowerDoorLock "door lock"). 
f:(nameString AutoPowerDoorLock "car door lock"). 
f:(nameString AutoPowerDoorLock "auto door lock"). 
f:(nameString AutoPowerDoorLock "vehicle door lock"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoPowerDoorLock) "door 
lock  operating").  
 
;Creating a concept of a lock malfunction. 
Constant: LockMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Lock)). 
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genls: RoadVehicleMalfunction. 
objectActedOn-TypeType: Lock. 
comment: "A collection of all locks that do not work properly.". 
 
Constant: DoorLockMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn AutoPowerDoorLock)). 
genls: LockMalfunction. 
objectActedOn-TypeType: AutoPowerDoorLock. 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutoPowerDoorLock)) "door lock malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
AutoPowerDoorLock)) "vehicle door lock malfunction"). 
 

;Creating a concept of vehicle’s ignition switch. 
Constant: VehicleIgnitionSwitch. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: ConnectedPhysicalPathSystem MechanicalDevice VehiclePart. 
comment: "The collection of parts that make up a vehicle's 
VehicleIgnitionSwitch.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f: (partTypes RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
f: (physicalPartTypeCount RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch 1). 
f: (relationAllExists parts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
f: (relationAllExists physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
f: (relationAllExists properPhysicalParts VehicleIgnitionSystem 
VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount parts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch 1). 
f: (relationAllExistsCount physicalParts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch 
1). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique parts RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
f: (relationAllExistsUnique physicalParts RoadVehicle 
VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
f: (uniquePhysicalPartTypes RoadVehicle VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
 

;Adding name strings for VehicleIgnitionSwitch 
Constant: IgnitionSwitchMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
rewriteOf: (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
VehicleIgnitionSwitch)). 
genls: LockMalfunction. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f:(nameString VehicleIgnitionSwitch "vehicle ignition switch"). 
f:(nameString VehicleIgnitionSwitch "ignition switch"). 
f: (nameString (DeviceTypeRunningFn VehicleIgnitionSwitch) "ignition 
switch  operating").  
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
VehicleIgnitionSwitch)) "ignition switch malfunction"). 
f: (nameString (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn 
VehicleIgnitionSwitch)) "vehicle ignition switch malfunction"). 
 
;Existing concepts: VehicleIgnitionKey and VehicleDoorKey.  
Constant: VehicleIgnitionKey. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "vehicle ignition key" "ignition key". 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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;f:(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;Automobile Device-Locked). 
;f:(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;VehicleDoorKey Torn). 
 
;Creating a predicate that tells that in situation SIT an object which is 
of type OBJ-TYPE2 is inside object of type OBJ-TYPE1. 
Constant: objectStuckInsideObject. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Isa: ExistingObjectType. 
arg3Isa: ExistingObjectType. 
comment: "(objectStuckInsideObject SIT OBJ-TYPE1 OBJ-TYPE2) tells that in 
situation SIT an object which is of type OBJ-TYPE2 is inside object of type 
OBJ-TYPE1.". 
 
;Lexification 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$objectStuckInsideObject 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$Acre-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Be-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "inside the") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(objectStuckInsideObject AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;AutoPowerDoorLock VehicleDoorKey). 
 
;Creating a specialization of a lock malfunction where key won’t turn 
Constant: LockMalfunction-KeyWontTurn. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised. 
genls: LockMalfunction. 
comment: "A malfunction that makes lock not work properly in a sense that 
the key won't turn inside. ". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction LockMalfunction LockMalfunction-KeyWontTurn). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;AutoPowerDoorLock LockMalfunction-KeyWontTurn). 
 
;f:(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;VehicleIgnitionSwitch LockMalfunction-KeyWontTurn). 
 
;Creating a specialization of a lock malfunction where key turns 
;but there is no effect 
Constant: LockMalfunction-KeySpinning. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: MalfunctionTypeByActionTypeCompromised. 
genls: LockMalfunction. 
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comment: "A malfunction that makes lock not work properly in a sense that 
the key spins but the lock does not react.". 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
f:(symptomOfMalfunction LockMalfunction LockMalfunction-KeySpinning). 
 
Constant: VehicleFrontStorageBox. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
genls: VehiclePart Drawer. 
comment: "A collection of all storage boxes that are found in vehicle 
before co-drivers seat.". 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(objectTypeFoundInLocationType AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;VehicleDoorKey TrunkOfCar). 
 
;Existing concepts: AutomobileSeat, TrunkOfCar, VehicleIgnitionSwitch 
Constant: TrunkOfCar. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "trunk of car" "trunk".  
 

;Adding a property that DeviceRunning is an instance of DeviceTypeByState 
Constant: DeviceRunning. 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState. 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f:(objectTypeFoundInLocationType AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 
;VehicleIgnitionKey VehicleIgnitionSwitch). 
;f: (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation AMZSVehicleMalfunction337 AutoEngine 
;DeviceRunning). 
 
 
 

9.2.2.8.9 Other 
;Lexification for malfunctionTypeAffects 
In Mt : EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (genTemplate malfunctionTypeAffects 
  (ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (HeadVerbForInitialSubjectFn Affect-TheWord) 
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2))). 
 
 

;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (malfunctionTypeAffects (MalfunctionOfTypeFn StartingAVehicle) 
;(VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn AMZSIssue346)). 
 
;;TO DO: connect UniquePartFn to the vehicle 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
;f: (malfunctionTypeAffects (MalfunctionOfTypeFn StartingAVehicle) 
;(UniquePartFn (VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn AMZSIssue346) 
;VehicleIgnitionSystem)). 
 
;In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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;f: (malfunctionTypeAffects (MalfunctionOfTypeFn GearShifting) 
;(UniquePartFn (VehicleInvolvedInAMZSReportFn AMZSIssue346) 
;VehicleElectricalSystem)). 
 

;A rule that connects malfunctionTypeAffects to malfunctionTypeAffectsSit 
In Mt: (UnsourcedDataForUserByTaskMtFn AMZSAdministrator AMZSTask). 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and  
(isa ?VEH RoadVehicle) 
(objectActedOn ?SIT ?VEH) 
(malfunctionTypeAffects ?MALF ?VEH)) 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle ?MALF)). 
 
;nameString for Device-On 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString Device-On "turned on"). 
;nameString for Device-Off 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
f: (nameString Device-Off "turned off"). 
 
;Creating a concept of a glowing device 
Constant: Device-Glowing. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState ExistingObjectType. 
genls: Thing. 
comment: "The collection of all devices that are glowing due to heat.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "glowing". 
 
;Creating a concept of a broken device 
Constant: Device-Broken. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState ExistingObjectType. 
genls: Thing. 
comment: "The collection of all devices that are completely broken and thus 
not making any kind of performance as they are expected to.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "broken". 
 
;Creating a concept of a malfunctioning device 
Constant: Device-Malfunctioning. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState ExistingObjectType. 
genls: Thing. 
comment: "The collection of all devices that are malfunctioning but not 
completely broken, thus they do perform but not as good as we expect them 
to.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "broken". 
 
;Creating a concept of a device that is making unusual noise 
Constant: Device-Rattling. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState ExistingObjectType. 
genls: Thing. 
comment: "The collection of all devices that make unusual rattling noise 
when used.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
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nameString: "rattling" "rumbling" "making noise". 
 
;Creating a concept of a device that appears to be normal 
Constant: Device-Normal. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: DeviceTypeByState ExistingObjectType. 
genls: Thing. 
comment: "The collection of all devices that appear to be in normal state; 
in a state as we expect them to be.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "normal". 
 
;;symptomOfMalfunction 
;;(antiSymptomOfMalfunction ANTISYMPTOM MALFUNCTION) 
 

9.2.2.9 Response part 
 
;Creating a predicate that connects a situation, a device and it’s 
;malfunction 
Constant: actualMalfunction. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: Predicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalEvent. 
arg2Genl: PhysicalDevice. 
arg3Genl: Malfunction. 
comment: "(actualMalfunction SIT OBJ-TYPE MALF-TYPE) means that in 
situation SIT the true malfunction that affected OBJ-TYPE is MALF-TYPE.".  
 
;lexification for actualMalfunction 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$actualMalfunction 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "Actual malfunction") 
    (#$Pp-PNpFn #$In-TheWord 
     (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "was") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "and it affected") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2))). 
 
;a rule that will define the actual malfunction if that malfunction wasn’t  
;known (in KB) before. if (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEV)) 
;already exists then the actual malfunction is it’s specialization 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 
(genls ?DEV PhysicalDevice) 
(genls (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEV)) Malfunction) 
(actualMalfunction ?SIT ?DEV ?MALF)) 

(genls ?MALF (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEV)))). 
 
; Asserting than the actual malfunction ?MALF affects device/vehicle part 
; ?DEV 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 
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(genls ?DEV PhysicalDevice) 
(actualMalfunction ?SIT ?DEV ?MALF)) 

(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?DEV)). 
 
; Creating a new tab that will appear in CURE window. 
Constant: preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate TermSummaryPredicate SummaryPredicate. 
genlPreds: interestingSentence. 
arity: 2. 
arg1Isa: AMZSReport. 
arg2QuotedIsa: CycLSentence-Assertible. 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
termSummaryPredicateLabel: "Appropriate response". 
 
Constant: eventTypeDataSentence. 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
termSummaryPredicateLabel: "About the event". 
 
 

;;Creating a predicate that connects the inconvenient traffic event to 
;;expected/appropriate/preferred response event. 
Constant: solvingVehicleProblemResponse. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: Event. 
arg2Genl: Event. 
comment: "(solvingVehicleProblemResponse FIRST-EVENT RESPONSE-TYPE-OF-
EVENT) says that RESPONSE-TYPE-OF-EVENT was an appropriate response to the 
occurrence of FIRST-EVENT, an instance of Event. E.g, if FIRST-EVENT is an 
instance of  stuck in mud situation, the solving vehicle problem response 
could be FreeingAVehicleStuckInMud". 
 
;Lexification 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
genTemplate: (ConcatenatePhrasesFn  
    (PhraseFromStringFn "solving the")  
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1)  
    (HeadWordOfPhraseFn  
      (VerbForSubjectFn Result-TheWord  
        (NthPhraseFn 2)))  
    (WordFormFn-Constrained nonPlural-Generic In-TheWord)  
    (ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)). 
 

; A simple rule about response to a situation of vehicle stuck in mud. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleInMudSituation) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT FreeingAVehicleStuckInMud)). 
 
Constant: FreeingAVehicleStuckInMud. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: FreeingAStuckVehicleByTowing. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Freeing a vehicle stuck in mud". 
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;Similar rules to the one above 
Constant: FreeingAVehicleStuckInSnow. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: FreeingAStuckVehicleByTowing. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Freeing a vehicle stuck in snow". 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleInSnowSituation) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT FreeingAVehicleStuckInSnow )). 
 

Constant: FreeingAVehicleStuckOnACliff. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: FreeingAStuckVehicleByTowing. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Freeing a vehicle stuck on a cliff". 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnACliffSituation) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT FreeingAStuckVehicleByTowing)). 
 
Constant: FreeingAVehicleStuckOnAPole. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Freeing a vehicle stuck on a pole". 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnAPoleSituation) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT FreeingAVehicleStuckOnAPole)). 
 
Constant: FreeingAVehicleStuckOnAWall. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Freeing a vehicle stuck on a wall". 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleOnAWallSituation) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT FreeingAVehicleStuckOnAWall)). 
 
;Adding more subtypes of freeing a vehicle 
Constant: FreeingAVehicleInvolvedInAnAccident. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Freeing a vehicle involved in an accident". 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (isa ?EVENT VehicleAccident) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?EVENT 
FreeingAVehicleInvolvedInAnAccident)). 
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Constant: FreeingAMalfunctionedVehicle. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Freeing a malfunctioned vehicle". 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (isa ?EVENT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?EVENT  FreeingAMalfunctionedVehicle)). 
 
;Rule saying that if we’re dealing with stuck vehicle situation and the 
;vehicle is found in a ditch then ditch is also the confining region of 
;that vehicle 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
    (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
    (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?SIT) 

(isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation) 
(objectFoundInLocationType ?ISS ?VEH ?LOC) 
(isa ?VEH RoadVehicle)) 

(confiningRegionOfAnObject ?SIT ?LOC)). 
 
;Creating a concept of a winch 
Constant: Winch. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory ExistingObjectType. 
genls: MechanicalDevice. 
comment: "A collection of all winches. A winch is a mechanical device that 
is used to pull in (wind up) or let out (wind out) or otherwise adjust the 
tension of a rope or wire rope (also called cable or wire cable).". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "winch". 
 
;Creating a concept of a towing vehicle 
Constant: TowingVehicle. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: ExistingObjectType VehicleTypeByIntendedUse RoadVehicleTypeByUse. 
genls: RoadVehicle. 
comment: "A collection of all towing vehicles.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "towing vehicle" "towing car" "towing service". 
 

;Creating a predicate that tells which type of tools are needed for 
;freeing a vehicle from situation type. 
Constant: stuffNeeded. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: BinaryPredicate. 
arg1Genl: FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle. 
arg2Genl: PartiallyTangible. 
comment: "(stuffNeeded SIT DEV) means that device of type DEVICE is needed 
to free a vehicle involved in situation SIT". 
 
;Rule saying that if a vehicle is stuck in mud a device needed for 
;freeing it is a crane car. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
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f: (implies 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?EVENT  FreeingAVehicleStuckInMud) 
(stuffNeeded ?EVENT CraneVehicle)). 
 
;Lexification for stuffNeeded 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f:(#$genTemplate #$stuffNeeded 
 (#$Sentence-NpIsXpFn 
    (#$PhraseFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic 
     (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)) 
    (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
     (#$PhraseFromStringFn "needed to free a vehicle") 
     (#$Pp-PNpFn #$From-TheWord 
       (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1))))). 
 
;Rule saying that if solving vehicle problem results in freeing a vehicle 
;by towing then a winch is needed. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
    (solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT ?FREE) 
(genls ?FREE FreeingAStuckVehicleByTowing)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT Winch)). 
 
;Rule saying that if a vehicle is located under a road (after an 
;accident) then solving vehicle problem result in freeing a vehicle  
;by towing 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(objectFoundInLocationType ?ISS ?VEH ?LOC) 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(isa ?VEH RoadVehicle) 
(equals ?LOC UnderRoadway) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?SIT)) 

(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT FreeingAStuckVehicleByTowing)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a vehicle is located under a road (after an 
;accident) then a towing vehicle is needed. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies  

(and  
(objectFoundInLocationType ?ISS ?VEH ?LOC) 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(isa ?VEH RoadVehicle) 
(equals ?LOC UnderRoadway) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?SIT) 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?SIT ?FREE) 
(genls ?FREE FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 
;Creating a predicate that tells how many tools of a same kind are needed 
;in freeing a vehicle. 
Constant: numberOfDevicesNeeded. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TernaryPredicate. 
arg1Genl: FreeingAStuckOrConfinedVehicle. 
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arg2Genl: PhysicalDevice. 
arg3Isa: PositiveInteger. 
comment: "(numberOfDevicesNeeded SIT DEV N) means that N devices of type 
DEV are needed to free a vehicle involved in situation SIT.". 
 
;Lexification for numberOfDevicesNeeded 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$numberOfDevicesNeeded 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$Number-TheWord) 
    (#$Pp-PNpFn #$Of-TheWord 
     (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)) 
     (#$PhraseFromStringFn "needed") 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "is") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG3))). 
 

;Rule saying that if a malfunctioned vehicle is a specialization of a 
;luxury car then one of the things needed when freeing it is a car cover. 
Constant: CarCover. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: Cover-Protector. 
comment: "Protective covers for the car.". 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Car cover" "Cover". 
 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse ?EVENT  FreeingAMalfunctionedVehicle) 
(objectActedOn ?EVENT ?CAR) 
(roadVehicleModel ?CAR ?MODEL) 
(genls ?MODEL LuxuryCar)) 

(stuffNeeded ?EVENT CarCover)). 
 
;Creating a predicate that describes a situation before a malfunction event 
;happens. 
Constant: situationBeforeEvent. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TernaryPredicate. 
arg1Isa: PhysicalSituation. 
arg2Genl: PhysicalDevice. 
arg3Isa: DeviceTypeByState. 
singleEntryFormatInArgs: 3. 
comment: "(situationBeforeEvent SIT DEV STATE) means that STATE of device 
DEV might incur a situation that implies a malfunction event before that 
event occurs. So with this predicate one can describe a situation before a 
malfunction event happened. For example, if a car won't start and we know 
that an electricity consumer was on before, this probably implies that the 
car battery in empty.". 
 
;Lexification for situationBeforeEvent 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$situationBeforeEvent 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "Before") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
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    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "happened") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "was") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Constrained 
     (#$PhraseFn #$Adverb) :ARG3))). 
 

9.2.2.9.1 Ignition 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleIgnitionMalfunction) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT ChargingSystemIndicatorLight 
Device-On)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT AutomobileBattery)). 
 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleIgnitionMalfunction) 
(situationBeforeEvent ?SIT ConsumerElectronicDevice Device-On) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT ChargingSystemIndicatorLight 
Device-Off)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT JumperCables)). 
 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleIgnitionMalfunction) 
(situationBeforeEvent ?SIT ConsumerElectronicDevice Device-Off)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 

9.2.2.9.2 Engine 
 
;Creating a concept of coolant liquid 
Constant: Coolant. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
genls: AutomotiveFluid. 
isa: TangibleStuffCompositionType ArtifactTypeByGenericCategory. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Coolant". 
 
;A rule saying that if a coolant tank is empty or if a low-coolant 
;indicator light is on then coolant is needed 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine) 

        (or 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT CoolantTank CoolantTank-
Empty) 
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(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT LowCoolantIndicatorLight 
Device-On))) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT Coolant)). 
 
;A rule saying that if an oil indicator light is on then motor oil is 
;needed 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT OilLevelIndicatorLight Device-On)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT MotorOil)). 
 
;A rule saying that if there is smoke coming out of engine or engine 
;appears normal and the oil indicator light is off, then towing vehicle 
;is needed 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
    (or 
    (malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineStalls) 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine 
AutoEngineLosingPower)) 
(or 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine 
      (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn Smoke-White AutoEngine 
        (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)))) 

(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT OilLevelIndicatorLight 
Device-Off)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 
;A rule saying that if the engine stalls or is losing power and is rattling 
;in addition to it, then towing vehicle is needed 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 

(or  
(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineStalls) 
(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT 
AutoEngine  AutoEngineLosingPower)) 

(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Rattling)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a car is overheated then towing vehicle is 
;needed 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 

(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Overheated)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a car is overheating but not overheated and oil 
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;level indicator light is on then motor oil is needed. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineOverheating) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT OilLevelIndicatorLight Device-On)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT MotorOil)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a car is overheating but not overheated and coolant 
;level indicator light is turned on then coolant is needed. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineOverheating) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT LowCoolantIndicatorLight 
Device-On)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT Coolant)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a car is overheating but not overheated and both 
;coolant and oil level indicator lights are turned off then towing 
;vehicle is needed. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineOverheating) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT OilLevelIndicatorLight Device-Off) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT LowCoolantIndicatorLight 
Device-Off)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 
;A rule saying that if the reason for malfunction is an empty coolant tank 
;then coolant has to be brought 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine ?SYMP) 
(symptomOfMalfunction ?SYMP CoolantTank-Empty)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT Coolant)). 
 

9.2.2.9.3 Electricity 
;A rule saying that if a fuse is blown then fuse is needed 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoFuse AutoFuse-Blown)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT AutoFuse)). 
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;A rule saying that if a malfunction affects lights then additional 
; light bulbs are needed 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT ?LIGHT ?MALF) 
(genls ?LIGHT AutomotiveLight) 
(genls ?MALF AutomotiveLightMalfunction)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT ?LIGHT)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a car broke down while driving and the charging 
;system indicator light was on before, then alternator has to be replaced. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleElectricityMalfunction) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT Automobile VehicleState-Drive) 
(situationBeforeEvent ?SIT  ChargingSystemIndicatorLight Device-On)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT Alternator)). 
 
;A rule saying that if a car broke down while driving and the car battery  
;is empty then the battery has to be replaced. 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleElectricityMalfunction) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT Automobile VehicleState-Drive) 
(situationBeforeEvent ?SIT  ChargingSystemIndicatorLight Device-Off)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT AutomobileBattery)). 
 

9.2.2.9.4 Chassis 
 
;Appropriate response in case that brakes are not working at all 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem 
VehicleBrakeFailure) 

(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-Broken)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 

;Creating a predicate waitFor 
Constant: waitFor. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
isa: TernaryPredicate. 
arity: 3. 
arg1Isa: Situation. 
arg2Isa: Thing. 
arg3Isa: Thing. 
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comment: "(waitFor SIT THING1 THING2) means that a person in situation SIT 
has to wait for THING2 to happen to THING1.". 
;Lexification for waitFor 
In Mt: EnglishParaphraseMt. 
f: (#$genTemplate #$waitFor 
 (#$ConcatenatePhrasesFn 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$In-TheWord) 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG1) 
    (#$WordFormFn-Constrained #$nonPlural-Generic #$One-TheWord) 
    (#$HeadWordOfPhraseFn 
     (#$VerbForSubjectFn #$Have-TheWord 
       (#$NthPhraseFn 2))) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "to wait") 
    (#$Pp-PNpFn #$For-TheWord 
     (#$ParaphraseFn-Np :ARG2)) 
    (#$PhraseFromStringFn "to") 
    (#$ParaphraseFn-Constrained 
     (#$PhraseFn #$Verb) :ARG3))). 
 
;Appropriate response in case that brakes are glowing 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem 
VehicleBrakeFailure) 

(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-
Malfunctioning) 

(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT BrakeDisk Device-Glowing)) 
(waitFor ?SIT BrakeDisk Chilling)). 
 
;A rule that tells that if the disks are not glowing and the brake 
;fluid indicator light is not on then a towing vehicle is needed 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
    (malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem VehicleBrakeFailure) 
     (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-Malfunctioning) 
     (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT BrakeDisk Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT BrakeFluidIndicatorLight Device-Off)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT TowingVehicle)). 
 
;A rule that tells that if the disks are not glowing and the brake 
;fluid indicator light is turned on then brake fluid is needed 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
    (malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem VehicleBrakeFailure) 
     (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-Malfunctioning) 
     (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT BrakeDisk Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT BrakeFluidIndicatorLight Device-On)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT BrakeFluid)). 
 
;a rule saying that if brakes are making rattling noise that brake disks 
;are needed 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
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Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem 
VehicleBrakeFailure) 

(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-Rattling)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT BrakeDisk)). 
 

9.2.2.9.5 Tires 
;A rule saying that if a spare tire is missing then a device needed is 
;a spare tire. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 

    (itemsMissing ?SIT SpareTire)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT SpareTire)). 
 
;A rule saying that if N spare tires are missing then also N tires need to 
;be brought. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 

    (itemsMissing ?SIT SpareTire) 
(or 
(numberOfObjectsInSit ?SIT PerforatedTire ?N) 
(numberOfObjectsInSit ?SIT FlatTire ?N))) 

(numberOfDevicesNeeded ?SIT SpareTire ?N)). 
 
;A rule saying that if N tires are missing (being stolen) then also N tires  
;need to be brought. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 

    (numberOfItemsMissing ?SIT Tire ?N) 
(isa ?N PositiveInteger)) 

(and 
(numberOfDevicesNeeded ?SIT Tire ?N) 
(itemsMissing ?SIT Tire))). 
 
;A rule saying that if we know that we need N devices of type DEV then 
;we also know that we need a device of type DEV.  
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 

(and 
(numberOfDevicesNeeded ?SIT ?DEV ?N) 
(isa ?N PositiveInteger)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT ?DEV)). 
 

;A rule saying that if a wheel lock key is missing then a device needed is 
;a wheel lock key. 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
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Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 

    (itemsMissing ?SIT WheelLockKey)) 
(stuffNeeded ?SIT WheelLockKey)). 
 
;Fuel 
;A rule saying that if a car that is issued is without fuel then fuel is 
;needed  
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 

    (itemsMissing ?SIT ?FUEL) 
(genls ?FUEL LiquidFuel)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT ?FUEL)). 
 
;A rule saying that if itemsMissing in certain situation is fuel then this 
;is a FuelSystemMalfunction 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(itemsMissing ?SIT ?FUEL) 
(genls ?FUEL LiquidFuel)) 

(isa ?SIT FuelSystemMalfunction)). 
 
;A rule saying that if pumpingWrongFuel is used in certain situation then 
;this is a FuelSystemMalfunction 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(pumpingWrongFuel ?SIT ?FUEL-DID ?FUEL) 
(genls ?FUEL LiquidFuel) 
(genls ?FUEL-DID LiquidFuel)) 

(and 
(isa ?SIT FuelSystemMalfunction) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleFuelSystem FuelSystemMalfunction))). 
 
;A rule saying that if someone had been pumping wrong fuel in certain 
;situation then the appropriate fuel is needed 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(pumpingWrongFuel ?SIT ?FUEL-DID ?FUEL) 
(genls ?FUEL LiquidFuel) 
(genls ?FUEL-DID LiquidFuel)) 

(stuffNeeded ?SIT ?FUEL)). 
 
;Rule saying that if a car has a fuel system malfunction then the 
;corresponding event is an instance of FuelSystemMalfunction 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
f: (implies 
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(and 
(isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
(topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?MALF) 
(isa ?MALF RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?MALF ?DEV FuelSystemMalfunction) 
(genls ?DEV PhysicalDevice)) 

(isa ?MALF FuelSystemMalfunction)). 
 
 

9.2.2.9.6 Other 
;A rule saying that if we have a malfunction of type: 
;(MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn Tire)) then Tire is acted 
;on in that malfunction 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 

(genls (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEVICE)) 
Malfunction) 

(objectActedOn-TypeType (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEVICE)) 
?DEVICE)). 
;A rule saying that if we have a malfunction of type: 
;(MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEVICE)) and is that ?DEVICE a 
vehicle part then this is a road vehicle malfunction 
In Mt: RoadVehicleWorkingsMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (and 

(genls (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEVICE)) 
Malfunction) 
(genls ?DEVICE VehiclePart)) 

(genls (MalfunctionOfTypeFn (DeviceTypeRunningFn ?DEVICE)) 
TransportationDevice-VehicleMalfunction)). 
 

;A rule that “collects” observed data and puts together arguments for 
;malfunctionTypeAffectsSit predicate 
In Mt: UniversalVocabularyMt. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT ?MALF) 
(genls ?MALF RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?SYSTEM) 
(genls ?SYSTEM MechanicalDevice)) 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT ?SYSTEM ?MALF)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.2.2.10 Test instances 
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;Constant: AMZSUser1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: HumanAdult. 
 
;Constant: PetrolOnTrzaska. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: ServiceStation. 
;nameString: “Petrol na Trzaski cesti”. 
 
;Constant: MerkatorOnTrzaska. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: GroceryStore. 
 

;Constant: AMZSCarAccident1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: CarAccident. 
;eventOccursAt: (StreetNamedFn "Trzaska cesta" CityOfLjubljanaSlovenia). 
;eventOccursAt: (LatLongFn (Degree-UnitOfAngularMeasure 46.044389) 
;(Degree-UnitOfAngularMeasure 14.485538)). 
;eventOccursAt: (LocationNearLocationFn PetrolOnTrzaska). 
;eventOccursAt: (BetweenOnPathFn MerkatorOnTrzaska PetrolOnTrzaska 
;(StreetNamedFn "Trzaska cesta" CityOfLjubljanaSlovenia)). 
;dateOfEvent: (SecondFn 34 (MinuteFn 58 (HourFn 14 (DayFn 13 (MonthFn 
;February (YearFn 2013)))))). 
;objectActedOn: Automobile1. 
;;Assertion stating that the distance between the RoadVehicle and the 
;;Street-Generic is 22 meters 
;f: (distanceBetween (StreetNamedFn "Trzaska cesta" 
;CityOfLjubljanaSlovenia) Automobile1 (Meter 22)). 
;;Assertion stating that RoadVehicle is located under the Street-Generic. 
;f:(under-UnderspecifiedLocation Automobile1 (StreetNamedFn "Trzaska cesta" 
;CityOfLjubljanaSlovenia)). 
 
;eventOccursNear: PetrolOnTrzaska. 
 
;Constant: Ditch1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: Ditch. 
 
;Constant: Automobile1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: Automobile. 
;objectFoundInLocation: Ditch1. 
 
;f: (roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident Automobile1 LeftSideUp 
;AMZSCarAccident1). 
 
 
 

;Constant: AMZSIssue1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: AMZSReport. 
;senderOfInfo: AMZSUser1. 
;topicOfInfoTransfer: AMZSCarAccident1. 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;Constant: StuckSituation1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation. 
;objectStuckOrConfined: Automobile1. 
 
;Constant: AMZSIssue2. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: AMZSReport. 
;senderOfInfo: AMZSUser1. 
;topicOfInfoTransfer: StuckSituation1. 
 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MALFUNCTION 
;Constant: AMZSMalfunction1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: VehicleMalfunction. 
 
;Constant: AMZSIssue3. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: AMZSReport. 
;senderOfInfo: AMZSUser1. 
;topicOfInfoTransfer: AMZSMalfunction1. 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;Constant: SnowCoveredArea1. 
;In Mt: AMZSMt. 
;isa: SnowCoveredArea. 
 
;f: (confiningRegion StuckSituation1 SnowCoveredArea1). 
 

9.2.3 CURE 
;Setting the CURE Mt Structure 
 
Constant: AMZSTask. 
in Mt: BaseKB. 
isa: CAEAnalysisTask. 
in Mt: AnalystDatabaseMt. 
topicOfIndividual: Traffic. 
 
Constant: AMZSAdministrator. 
in Mt: BaseKB. 
isa: Individual. 
 
in Mt: CyclistsMt. 
isa: CurrentHumanCyclist. 
 
in Mt: AnalystDatabaseMt. 
f: (#$allottedAgents AMZSTask AMZSAdministrator). 
f: (defaultTask AMZSTask AMZSAdministrator). 
 
f: (defaultQueryMt 
     (SpecificationVariantFn 
         (DefaultParameterSpecificationFn CycAnalyticEnvironment-
TheProgram) topicOf Traffic) (UnsourcedDataForUserByTaskMtFn AMZSAdministrator 
AMZSTask)). 
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;;Try this in SUBL Interactor 
;;(query-mt-for-user-and-task #$AMZSAdministrator #$AMZSTask) 
;; It should return AMZSMt!!!!! 
;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;To test where the assertion is made, open CURE as AMZSAdministrator 
;;;;and select AMZSTask and then assert something and check in cyc if it is in 
;;;(UnsourcedDataForUserByTaskMtFn AMZSAdministrator AMZSTask) 
 
;In Mt: CyclistsMt. 
;f: (interests AMZSAdministrator Traffic highToVeryHighAmountOf). 
 
In Mt: AnalystDatabaseMt. 
f: (genlMt (UnsourcedDataForUserByTaskMtFn AMZSAdministrator AMZSTask) 
AMZSMt). 
f: (genlMt (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask) AMZSMt). 
f: (genlMt (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask) 
(UnsourcedDataForUserByTaskMtFn AMZSAdministrator AMZSTask)). 
 
;In Mt: AnalystDatabaseMt. 
;f: (#$assistedReaderAssertionMtForTaskAndUser #$AMZSTask 
;#$AMZSAdministrator (#$DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn #$AMZSTask)). 

9.2.3.1 AMZSReport 
 
;Setting the predicates we want to appear in CURE for instances of 
;AMZSReport 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f: (generateSentenceForInstances AMZSReport (senderOfInfo 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?X)). 
;f: (generateSentenceForInstances AMZSReport (memberWithIDInIssue 
;TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?PER ?ID)). 
;f: (generateSentenceForInstances AMZSReport (objectFoundInLocationType 
;TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?VEH ?LOC)). 
f: (generateSentenceForInstances AMZSReport (issueEventType 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?X)). 
f: (generateSentenceForInstances AMZSReport 
(topicOfInfoTransfer  TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?TOPIC)). 
 
;Setting the “About the event” tab to appear in CURE window for 
;instances of AMZSReport 
f: (subtopicCollectionForCategory eventTypeDataSentence AMZSReport). 
f: (subtopicCollectionForCategory agentGroupMembershipDataSentence 
AMZSReport). 
 
; Setting predicates to appear in those tabs. 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
    issueEventType  
    eventTypeDataSentence 
    AMZSReport 
    1). 
 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
    topicOfInfoTransfer 
    eventTypeDataSentence 
    AMZSReport 
    1). 
 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
    objectFoundInLocationType 
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    eventTypeDataSentence 
    AMZSReport 
    1). 
 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
    memberWithIDInIssue 
    agentGroupMembershipDataSentence  
    AMZSReport 
    1). 
 
;Creating a combo box for issueEventType and objectFoundInLocationType 
f:(suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg  

issueEventType  
(TheSet VehicleAccident StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
2 
Predicate 
0). 

 
f:(suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg  

objectFoundInLocationType 
(TheSet Ditch Roadway UnderRoadway) 
3 
Predicate 
0). 

 
;Creating a rule that implicates a question with objectFoundInLocationType 
;for a specific issue 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?ACC) 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (objectActedOn ?ACC ?VEH) 
  (isa ?VEH RoadVehicle)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?ISS) 
    (objectFoundInLocationType TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?VEH ?LOC))). 
 

;Creating a rule that implicates a question with memberWithIDInIssue 
;for a specific issue 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (senderOfInfo ?ISS ?PER)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?ISS) 
    (memberWithIDInIssue TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?PER ?ID))). 
 
;Setting in what order we want the predicates to appear. DOESN’T WORK 
;f: (summaryPredicateWRTSetOrCollection-RecommendedOrdering 
;   AMZSReport  
;  (TheList topicOfInfoTransfer issueEventType  
;objectFoundInLocationType)). 
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;f: (summaryPredicateWRTSetOrCollection-RecommendedOrdering 
;   AMZSReport  
;  (TheList senderOfInfo hasID )) . 
 
;Restricting some predicates to only appear once 
In Mt: AMZSMt. 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs objectActedOn 2). 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs objectFoundInLocationType 3). 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs topicOfInfoTransfer 2). 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs memberWithIDInIssue 2). 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs senderOfInfo 2). 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs roadVehicleBodyStyle 2). 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident 2). 
f: (singleEntryFormatInArgs roadVehicleModel 2). 
 

9.2.3.2 VehicleAccident 
;Setting the predicates we want to appear in CURE for instances of 
;AMZSReport 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances VehicleAccident (objectActedOn 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances VehicleAccident (eventOccursNear 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances VehicleAccident (eventOccursAt 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances VehicleAccident (betweenOnPath 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?POINT2 ?POINT3 ?PATH)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances VehicleAccident 
(roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident ?VEH ?ORI TheQuerySearchFocalTerm )). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances VehicleAccident 
(appropriateResponse  TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)). 
 
;Creating a rule that implicates a question in CURE with 
;roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident for a specific vehicular 
;accident 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?ACC) 

(isa ?ACC VehicleAccident)     
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (objectActedOn ?ACC ?VEH)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?ACC) 
    (roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident ?VEH ?ORI 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm))). 
 
;Creating combo-box for vehicle’s orientation arg2 
f:(#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg 
#$roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident (#$TheSet UpsideDown RightSideUp 
TopSideUp LeftSideUp) 2 #$Predicate 0). 
 

;Setting the “Date and location” and “Appropriate response” tabs 
;to appear in CURE window  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn  AMZSTask). 
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f: (subtopicCollectionForCategory eventDateAndLocationDataSentence 
VehicleAccident). 
f: (subtopicCollectionForCategory preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence 
VehicleAccident). 
 
; Setting appropriateResponse predicate to appear in the  
; “Appropriate response” tab. 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn  AMZSTask). 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 

appropriateResponse 
preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence   
VehicleAccident 
1). 

 
; Setting eventOccursNear and betweenOnPath predicates to appear in the  
; “About the event” tab. 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
    eventOccursNear 
    eventDateAndLocationDataSentence 
    VehicleAccident 
    1). 
 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
    betweenOnPath 
    eventDateAndLocationDataSentence 
    VehicleAccident 
    1). 
 
;f:(suggestedOpenPositionForPred betweenOnPath 3). 
 
;Suppressing few formulas that we’re not interested in 
f: (suppressFormulasForElements-TermIsa  

VehicleAccident 
(TheSet transferredObject objectFollowedInMovement objectMoving 

performedBy speedOfObject-Translation barrier actors affectedAgent)). 
 

;Creating a rule that creates a question with 
;roadVehicleOrientationafterAccident predicate for a specific issue 
;and vehicle 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?ACC) 
    (isa ?ACC VehicleAccident) 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (objectActedOn ?ACC ?VEH)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?VEH) 
    (roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?ORI 
?ACC))). 
 

;Creating a rule that creates a question with 
;distanceBetween predicate for a specific vehicle 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
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f: (implies 
  (and 

(isa ?ACC VehicleAccident) 
(objectActedOn ?ACC ?VEH) 
(isa ?VEH RoadVehicle)) 

  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?VEH) 
    (distanceBetween ?LOC TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?DIST))). 
 

9.2.3.3 StuckOrConfinedSituation 
;Setting the predicates we want to appear in CURE for instances of 
;StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
(solvingVehicleProblemResponse  TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
(stuffNeeded  TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)).  
 

;Setting the “Appropriate response” tab to appear in CURE window  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f: (subtopicCollectionForCategory preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence 
StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation). 
 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a question with 
;confiningRegionOfAnObject for instances of stuck or confined  
;vehicle situation. 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?SIT) 
  (isa ?SIT StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (confiningRegionOfAnObject TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?REG))). 
 
; Setting confiningRegionOfAnObject predicate to appear in the  
;“Appropriate response” tab. 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn  AMZSTask). 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
  confiningRegionOfAnObject 
  eventTypeDataSentence  
  StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
  1). 
 
;Creating a combo box for confiningRegionOfAnObject arg2 
f:(suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg  

confiningRegionOfAnObject  
(TheSet MuddyArea SnowyArea Cliff Pole-Rod Wall-ExternalToStructure) 
2 
Predicate 
0). 

 
; Setting solvingVehicleProblemResponse and stuffNeeded predicates to 
;appear in the “Appropriate response” tab. 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn  AMZSTask). 
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f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
  solvingVehicleProblemResponse 
  preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence   
  StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
  1). 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
  stuffNeeded 
  preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence   
  StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
  1). 
 
;Setting in what order we want the predicates to appear. DOESN’T WORK 
;f: (summaryPredicateWRTSetOrCollection-RecommendedOrdering 
;   StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
;  (TheList solvingVehicleProblemResponse stuffNeeded)) . 
 

9.2.3.4 Vehicle Malfunction 
;Setting the predicates we want to appear in CURE for instances of 
;VehicleMalfunction  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn  AMZSTask). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicleMalfunction 
(objectActedOn  TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?OBJ)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicleMalfunction 
(stuffNeeded  TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)).  
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicleMalfunction 
(actualMalfunction TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?OBJ ?MALF)).  
 

9.2.3.4.1 Ignition 
;A rule implying a question about battery indicator light if the car 
;is having troubles with ignition 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleIgnitionMalfunction)) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm 
ChargingSystemIndicatorLight ?STATE))). 
 
;A rule implying a question whether an electricity consumer was on before 
;the car had problems with ignition 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT RoadVehicleMalfunction) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleIgnitionMalfunction)) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (situationBeforeEvent TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ConsumerElectronicDevice 
?STATE))). 
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9.2.3.4.2 Engine 
;A rule that creates a combo box for possible symptoms/malfunctions of a  
;specific malfunction 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 

 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine 
PerformanceDegradation-AutoEngine)) 

 (#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit 
    (TheSet AutoEngineStalls AutoEngineLosingPower 

AutoEngineOverheating EngineBeltMalfunction)  
3 

    (SingletonCollectionFn AutoEngine) 
2)). 

 
;A rule implying further questions in engine stalls or is losing power 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(or  
(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine 
AutoEngineStalls) 
(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine 
AutoEngineLosingPower))) 

(#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation 
(TheSet Device-Rattling Device-Normal (LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn 
Smoke-White AutoEngine (PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem)))  
3 
(SingletonCollectionFn AutoEngine)  
2)). 
 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(or  
(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine 
AutoEngineStalls) 
(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine 
AutoEngineLosingPower))) 
(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm AutoEngine 
?STATE))). 

 
;Question about oil indicator light 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
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 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(or 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine 
(LevelOfSubstanceTypeInSysTypeFn Smoke-White AutoEngine 
(PositiveAmountFn LevelOfSubstanceInSystem))))) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm 
OilLevelIndicatorLight ?STATE))).   

 
 

;A rule implying further questions if engine is overheating 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineOverheating)) 
(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm AutoEngine 
?STATE))). 
 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineOverheating)) 
(#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation 
(TheSet Device-Overheated Device-Normal)  
3 
(SingletonCollectionFn AutoEngine)  
2)). 
 
;Further questions if engine is not overheated 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineOverheating) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Normal)) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm 
OilLevelIndicatorLight ?STATE))). 
 
;Further questions if engine is not overheated and oil indicator light 
;is not on 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
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 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 

(#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT AutoEngine AutoEngineOverheating) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT AutoEngine Device-Normal) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT OilLevelIndicatorLight Device-
Off)) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm 
LowCoolantIndicatorLight ?STATE))). 
 

9.2.3.4.3 Electricity 
;A rule implying a question about charging system indicator light if the 
;car stalled while driving 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
VehicleElectricityMalfunction) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT Automobile VehicleState-Drive)) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (situationBeforeEvent TheQuerySearchFocalTerm 
ChargingSystemIndicatorLight ?STATE))). 
 

9.2.3.4.4 Lock Malfunction 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a question with 
;objectStuckInsideObject for instances of vehicle malfunction 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?MALF) 
  (isa ?MALF LockMalfunction)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?MALF) 
    (objectStuckInsideObject TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?OBJ1 ?OBJ2))). 
 

9.2.3.4.5 Fuel 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a question with  
;stateOfMatterInSit  for instances of vehicle malfunction 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?MALF) 
  (isa ?MALF FuelSystemMalfunction)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?MALF) 
    (stateOfMatterInSit TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?STUFF ?STATE))). 
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9.2.3.4.6 Chassis 
;A rule implying a question about what kind of brake failure has happened 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem 
VehicleBrakeFailure) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm VehicleBrake 
?STATE))). 
 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies  
 (#$and  
   (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation)  
   (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT #$VehicleBrakeSystem 
#$VehicleBrakeFailure))  
 (#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation  
   (#$TheSet #$Device-Malfunctioning #$Device-Broken #$Device-Rattling) 3  
   (#$SingletonCollectionFn #$VehicleBrake) 2)). 
 

;A rule implying a question whether brake disks are glowing 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem 
VehicleBrakeFailure) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-
Malfunctioning)) 

(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm BrakeDisk 
?STATE))). 
 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
     (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation)  

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem 
VehicleBrakeFailure) 
(stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-
Malfunctioning)) 

(#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation 
(TheSet Device-Glowing Device-Normal)  
3 
(SingletonCollectionFn BrakeDisk)  
2)). 
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;A rule implying a statement that user should wait if the brake disks are 
;glowing 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
    (malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem VehicleBrakeFailure) 
       (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-
Malfunctioning) 
       (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT BrakeDisk Device-Glowing)) 
(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (waitFor TheQuerySearchFocalTerm BrakeDisk CoolToCold))). 
 
;A rule implying another question if brake disks are not glowing 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
    (and 
    (malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT VehicleBrakeSystem VehicleBrakeFailure) 
       (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT VehicleBrake Device-
Malfunctioning) 
       (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?SIT BrakeDisk Device-Normal)) 
(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm 
BrakeFluidIndicatorLight ?STATE))). 
 

9.2.3.4.7 Tires 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f: (generateSentenceForInstances TireMalfunction (itemsMissing 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?ITEMS)). 
;Implying question with approximateTimeForIssue 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle TireMalfunction) 
(generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
(approximateTimeForIssue  TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?TIME))). 
 
;Setting approximateTimeForIssue to appear in appropriate response tab 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn  AMZSTask). 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
  approximateTimeForIssue 
  preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence   
  (TheSetOf ?SIT (malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle 
TireMalfunction)) 
  1). 
 

;Combo box : itemsMissing 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$itemsMissing 

(TheSet SpareTire WheelLockKey)  
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2 
TireMalfunction  
1). 

 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a question with 
;stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation for instances of tire malfunction  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle TireMalfunction) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation TheQuerySearchFocalTerm Tire ?STATE))). 
 
;Combo box : flat tire and perforated tire 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 

(and 
(isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle TireMalfunction)) 

(#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation 
(TheSet FlatTire PerforatedTire VehicleMissingATire)  
3 
(SingletonCollectionFn Tire)  
2)). 

 
 

;A rule which tells CURE to generate a question with numberOfObjects  
;for instances of vehicle malfunction which have a flat tire 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?MALF) 
  (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?MALF Tire FlatTire)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?MALF) 
    (numberOfObjectsInSit TheQuerySearchFocalTerm FlatTire ?N))). 
 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a question with numberOfObjects  
;for instances of vehicle malfunction which have a perforated tire 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?MALF) 
  (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?MALF Tire PerforatedTire)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?MALF) 
    (numberOfObjectsInSit TheQuerySearchFocalTerm PerforatedTire ?N))). 
 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a question with numberOfItemsMissing  
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;for instances of vehicle malfunction which have a missing tire. 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?MALF) 
    (or 
    (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?MALF Tire VehicleMissingATire) 
      (stateOfDeviceTypeInSituation ?MALF RoadVehicle 
VehicleMissingATire))) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?MALF) 
    (numberOfItemsMissing TheQuerySearchFocalTerm Tire ?N))). 
 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a statement with numberOfDevicesNeeded  
;for instances of vehicle malfunction which are missing a spare tire. 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?MALF) 
    (or 

(itemsMissing ?MALF Tire) 
(itemsMissing ?MALF SpareTire)) 
(or 
(numberOfObjectsInSit ?MALF PerforatedTire ?N) 
(numberOfObjectsInSit ?SIT FlatTire ?N))) 

  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?MALF) 
    (numberOfDevicesNeeded TheQuerySearchFocalTerm Tire ?N))). 
 
;Suppressing malfunctioTypeAffects formulas 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f: (suppressFormulasForElements-TermIsa TireMalfunction (TheSet 
malfunctionTypeAffectsSit)). 
 
 

9.2.3.4.8 Other 
;A rule which tells CURE to generate a statement with 
;malfunctionOfTypeAffectsSit  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 
    (#$genls ?OBJ1 #$VehiclePart) 
    (#$genls ?OBJ #$VehiclePart) 
    (#$objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ) 
    (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT ?OBJ1 ?MALF)) 
 (#$generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (#$SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit #$TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?OBJ ?MALF1))). 
 
;A similar rule that uses RoadVehicle as an object affected by malfunction 
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;instead of VehiclePart 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 

 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 
    (#$genls ?OBJ #$VehiclePart) 
    (#$objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ) 
    (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT #$RoadVehicle ?MALF)) 
(#$generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (#$SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit #$TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?OBJ 

?MALF1))). 
 
;A rule that creates a combo box for possible symptoms/malfunctions of a  
;specific malfunction 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 

 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 
    (#$genls ?OBJ1 #$PartiallyTangible) 
    (#$genls ?OBJ #$VehiclePart) 
    (#$objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ) 
    (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT ?OBJ1 ?MALF)) 
 (#$suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg #$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit 
    (#$TheSetOf ?SYMP 
     (#$nearestGenls ?SYMP ?MALF)) 3 
    (#$SingletonCollectionFn ?OBJ) 2)). 

 

;A rule which tells CURE to generate a statement with 
;actualMalfunction  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (#$implies 
 (#$and 
    (#$isa ?SIT #$PhysicalSituation) 
    (#$genls ?OBJ1 #$VehiclePart) 
    (#$genls ?OBJ #$VehiclePart) 
    (#$objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ) 
    (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT ?OBJ1 ?MALF)) 
 (#$generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (#$SingletonCollectionFn ?SIT) 
    (#$malfunctionTypeAffectsSit #$TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?OBJ ?MALF1))). 
 
;Setting the “Appropriate response” tab to appear in CURE window  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f: (subtopicCollectionForCategory preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence 
RoadVehicleMalfunction). 
 
; Setting solvingVehicleProblemResponse, waitFor and stuffNeeded predicates 
;to appear in the “Appropriate response” tab. 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
  stuffNeeded 
  preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence   
  RoadVehicleMalfunction  
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  1). 
 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
  waitFor 
  preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence   
  RoadVehicleMalfunction  
  1). 
 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
  numberOfDevicesNeeded 
  preferredAMZSResponseDataSentence   
  RoadVehicleMalfunction  
  1). 
 
;Setting in what order we want the predicates to appear. DOESN’T WORK 
;f: (summaryPredicateWRTSetOrCollection-RecommendedOrdering 
;   StuckOrConfinedVehicleSituation 
;  (TheList solvingVehicleProblemResponse stuffNeeded)) . 
 
 

9.2.3.5 RoadVehicle 
;Setting the predicates we want to appear in CURE for instances of 
;RoadVehicle  
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicle 
(malfunctionTypeAffects  ?X TheQuerySearchFocalTerm)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicle (stateOfDevice 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)).     
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicle (deviceDamageState 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm  ?X)). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicle (roadVehicleModel 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?X )). 
f:     (generateSentenceForInstances RoadVehicle (roadVehicleBodyStyle 
TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?X )). 
 
 

;Creating combo-box for malfunction types 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f:(suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg  

malfunctionTypeAffects 
(TheSetOf ?MALF (nearestGenls ?MALF RoadVehicleMalfunction)) 
1 
Predicate 
0). 

 
;A rule that creates a combo box for possible symptoms of a  
;specific malfunction 
In Mt: (UnsourcedDataForUserByTaskMtFn AMZSAdministrator AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f:(implies 
    (and 

(isa ?SIT PhysicalSituation) 
(malfunctionTypeAffectsSit ?SIT RoadVehicle ?MALF) 
(objectActedOn-TypeType ?MALF ?OBJ)) 

(suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg  
malfunctionTypeAffectsSit 
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(TheSetOf ?SYMP (symptomOfMalfunction ?SYMP ?MALF)) 
3 
(SingletonCollectionFn ?OBJ) 
2)). 

 

;(symptomOfMalfunction ?SYMP VehicleIgnitionMalfunction) 
 
;Creating combo-box for vehicle’s body style 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f:(suggestionsForPredRelativeToIsaInArg  

roadVehicleBodyStyle  
(TheSetOf ?X (isa ?X AutomobileTypeByBodyStyle)) 
2 
Predicate 
0). 

 

;Creating a rule that creates a question with 
;roadVehicleOrientationafterAccident predicate for a specific issue 
;and vehicle 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?ACC) 
    (isa ?ACC VehicleAccident) 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (objectActedOn ?ACC ?VEH)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?VEH) 
    (roadVehicleOrientationAfterAccident TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?ORI 
?ACC))). 
 
;Creating a rule that creates a question with 
;objectFoundInLocationType predicate for a specific issue and vehicle 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
Truth Value:  Monotonic. 
Direction: Forward. 
f: (implies 
  (and 
  (topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISS ?ACC) 
  (isa ?ISS AMZSReport) 
  (objectActedOn ?ACC ?VEH) 
  (isa ?VEH RoadVehicle)) 
  (generateOpaqueSentenceForInstances 
    (SingletonCollectionFn ?VEH) 
    (objectFoundInLocationType ?ISS TheQuerySearchFocalTerm ?LOC))). 
 

;Setting some predicates to appear in the “Physical description” tab. 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 

roadVehicleBodyStyle 
physicalDescriptionDataSentence  
RoadVehicle 
1). 

f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
roadVehicleModel physicalDescriptionDataSentence RoadVehicle 1). 

f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 
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deviceDamageState physicalDescriptionDataSentence RoadVehicle 1). 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 

stateOfDevice physicalDescriptionDataSentence RoadVehicle 1). 
f: (specPredsRelevantToTermSummaryPredWRTInstancesInArg 

malfunctionTypeAffects physicalDescriptionDataSentence RoadVehicle 
1). 
 
;Setting in what order we want the predicates to appear. DOESN’T WORK 
;f: (summaryPredicateWRTSetOrCollection-RecommendedOrdering 
;   RoadVehicle  
;  (TheList roadVehicleBodyStyle roadVehicleModel deviceDamageState 
;stateOfDevice malfunctionTypeAffects )) . 
 
;Suppressing some predicates that normally appear in CURE window 
;for RoadVehicle instances 
In Mt: (DocumentReaderFollowupsForTaskMtFn AMZSTask). 
f: (suppressFormulasForElements-TermIsa RoadVehicle (TheSet 
objectFoundInLocation mainColorOfObject)). 
 

9.2.3.6 Some queries that might be useful  
;finds the user who informed AMZS 
;#$senderOfInfo #$AMZSIssue164 ?USER) 
 
;finds the accident that the issue refers to 
;(#$topicOfInfoTransfer #$AMZSIssue164 ?TOPIC) 
 
;finds the vehicle involved in the accident 
;(#$objectActedOn #$AMZSRoadVehicleAccident164 ?OBJECT) 
 
;tells the body style of the corresponding vehicle  
;(#$nearestIsa 
;  (#$AMZSRoadVehicleFn "164") ?WHAT)     
 
;tells whether the issuer is a member of AMZS club 
;(#$groupMembers ?WHAT 
;  (#$AMZSUserFn "164")) 
 

;(#$thereExists ?CAR 
; (#$and 
;    (#$senderOfInfo ?ISSUE ?USER) 
;    (#$topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISSUE ?TOPIC) 
;    (#$objectActedOn ?TOPIC ?CAR) 
;    (#$nameString ?CAR ?REGISTRATION) 
;    (#$and 
;    (#$nearestIsa ?CAR ?TYPE) 
;      (#$isa ?TYPE #$AutomobileTypeByBodyStyle)))) 
 
;;shows a table with columns user name, issue, topic, vehicle involved, the 
;;registration plate of the car and brand of the car for users that are 
;;members of AMZS club. 
;(#$thereExists ?USER 
;  (#$and 
;    (#$senderOfInfo ?ISSUE ?USER) 
;    (#$topicOfInfoTransfer ?ISSUE ?TOPIC) 
;    (#$objectActedOn ?TOPIC ?CAR) 
;    (#$nameString ?CAR ?REGISTRATION) 
;    (#$nearestIsa ?CAR ?BRAND) 
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;    (#$nameString ?USER ?NAME) 
;    (#$groupMembers #$AMZSKlub ?USER))) 
 

9.2.4 Car Model Extension 
 
In Mt: TransportationVocabularyMt. 
f:(genls AutomobileTypeByBodyStyle RoadVehicleTypeByBodyStyle). 
 
Constant: MicroCar. 
In Mt: ProductGVocabularyMt. 
isa: SpatiallyDisjointObjectType ExistingObjectType 
AutomobileTypeByBodyStyle KEClarifyingCollectionType. 
genls: Automobile. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Micro car" "Micro". 
 
Constant: SportsCar. 
In Mt: ProductGVocabularyMt. 
isa: SpatiallyDisjointObjectType ExistingObjectType 
AutomobileTypeByBodyStyle KEClarifyingCollectionType. 
genls: Automobile. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Sports car". 
 
Constant: OffRoadVehicle. 
In Mt: ProductGVocabularyMt. 
isa: SpatiallyDisjointObjectType ExistingObjectType 
RoadVehicleTypeByBodyStyle KEClarifyingCollectionType. 
genls: RoadVehicle. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Off road vehicle" "Off-road vehicle" "Off-road car" "Off road 
car" "Off-roader" . 
 
Constant: MultiPurposeVehicle. 
In Mt: ProductGVocabularyMt. 
isa: SpatiallyDisjointObjectType ExistingObjectType 
AutomobileTypeByBodyStyle KEClarifyingCollectionType. 
genls: Automobile. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Multi-purpose vehicle " "Multi-purpose car" "Multi purpose 
vehicle" "Multi purpose car". 
 
;;Adding some more name strings to existing car body types 
Constant: StationWagon. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Station wagon" "Station wagon car". 
 
Constant: SedanCar. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Sedan Car" "Sedan". 
 
Constant: MuscleCar. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Muscle Car". 
 
Constant: Classic. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Classic Car". 
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Constant: ConvertibleCar. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Convertible Car". 
 
Constant: HatchbackCar. 
In Mt: EnglishMt. 
nameString: "Hatchback Car" "Hatchback". 
 

;Car model extension is available here: 
;https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B9TszxCVyVT6TlRuWXFCX3VmVnM/edit?usp=shari
;ng 
;https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B9TszxCVyVT6Z05rMnFLRmpLaEU/edit?usp=shari
;ng 
;https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B9TszxCVyVT6NGhVRkR1bGhzUFE/edit?usp=shari
;ng 
 

9.2.5 Road events support 
;In this chapter we have the concepts, predicates, assertions and rules 
;specific to City of Thessaloniki use case 
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